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Abstract

Diabetes mellitus in Adults – Aspects of Incidence, Autoimmunity and C-peptide

Type 1 and type 2 diabetes increase worldwide, leading to a heavy burden of disease and its complications. All 1666 adults aged 18-100 years with new onset diabetes in Kronoberg during 3 years were registered, and type of diabetes classified by pancreatic autoantibodies and C-peptide. Annual incidences of both type 1 and type 2 diabetes were higher than previously described (27.1/100 000 and 378/100 000). Type 1 incidence was bimodal with peaks in 0-19 and 50-80 years. Patients with latent auto-immune diabetes (LADA) were treated either with insulin or conventionally (diet ± oral hypoglycaemic agents). Beta cell function (glucagon-stimulated C-peptide) and metabolic control (HbA1c) were followed for 36 months. LADA patients treated with insulin did not demonstrate better preservation of beta cell function but had a better metabolic control compared to those on conventional treatment. Adult type 1 patients with long duration (n=40) were examined for pancreatic antibodies, residual C-peptide, and other autoantibodies and complications, with focus on complications from the connective tissues. After 20-30 years duration of diabetes, 20% of type 1 patients had detectable pancreatic autoantibodies, 23% had still detectable C-peptide. Complications from the connective tissues were as common as retinopathy and increased with duration.
Men strunt är strunt och snus är snus,
om ock i gyllne dosor,
och rosor i ett sprucket krus
är ändå alltid rosor.

But trash is trash and snuff is snuff,
even when in golden case
and roses in a broken vase
will always still be roses.

IDEALISM OCH/AND REALISM
Swedish poet Gustaf Fröding, 1894

Till alla de som samarbetat med, stöttat och delat glädje med mig, inklusive alla patienter som ställt upp.

To all those who have collaborated with, supported and rejoiced with me, including all the patients who participated.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ab</td>
<td>Antibody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACL</td>
<td>Anticardiolipin antibody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Autoimmune disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADA</td>
<td>American Diabetes Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGA</td>
<td>Antigliadin antibody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMA</td>
<td>Antimitochondrial antibody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANA</td>
<td>Antinuclear antibody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANCA</td>
<td>Antineutrophilic cytoplasmic antibody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANOVA</td>
<td>Analysis of variance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APA</td>
<td>Anti parietal cell antibody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APS</td>
<td>Antiphospholipid syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APS</td>
<td>Autoimmune polyglandular syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATD</td>
<td>Autoimmune thyroid disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>Area under the curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMC</td>
<td>Bio Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>Body mass index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCT</td>
<td>Complications from the connective tissues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD8</td>
<td>Cluster of differentiation 8 (on surface of lymphocytes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHD</td>
<td>Coronary heart disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Confidence interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-peptide</td>
<td>Connecting peptide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCCT</td>
<td>Diabetes Control and Complications Trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIAMAP</td>
<td>A road map for diabetes research in Europe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DIAMOND Diabetesregister i ett antal länder
DMARD Disease modifying anti rheumatic drug
DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid
ELISA Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
EMA Endomyceal antibody
ENA Eno Nuclear antibody
END-IT European Nicotinamide Diabetes Intervention Trial
EURODIAB Europeiskt barndiabetesregister
FCP Fasting C-peptide
FPG Fasting plasma glucose
FTS Flexor tenosynovitis
GADA Glutamic acid decarboxylase antibodies
GCP Glucagon stimulated C-peptide
GDM Gestational diabetes mellitus
HbA1c Heamoglobin A1c
IAA Insulin autoantibodies
IA-2A Protein tyrosine phosphatase isoform antibody
ICA Islet cell antibodies
IDDM Insulin dependent diabetes mellitus
IDF International Diabetes Federation
IFCC International Federation of Clinical Chemistry
IFG Impaired fasting glucose
IGT Impaired glucose tolerance
HLA Histocompatibility leucocyte antigen
HNF Hepatic nuclear factor
KPD Ketosis Prone Diabetes
LADA Latent autoimmune diabetes in adults
LJM Limited joint mobility
MI Myocardial infarction
MIDD  Mitochondrial inherited diabetes and deafness
MODY  Maturity onset diabetes in the young
MPO   Antimyeloperoxidase antibody
MSD   Musculoskeletal disorder
NHANES The National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
NDDG  National Diabetes Data Group
NIDDM Non-Insulin dependent diabetes mellitus
NOD-mouse Non-obese diabetic mouse
OGTT  Oral glucose tolerance test
OHA   Oral hypoglycaemic agent
PA    Pernicious anemia
PAI   Primary adrenal insufficiency
PG    Plasma glucose
PHCC  Public health care center
PPG   Postprandial plasma glucose
RF    Rheumatic factor
ROC   Receiver operator characteristic curve
PNP   Purine nucleoside phosphorylase
RPG   Random plasma glucose
SC    Shoulder capsulitis
SD    Standard deviation
SLE   Systemic lupus erythematosus
SMA   Smooth muscle antibody
SS-A  Sjögen’s syndrome antibody A
SS-B  Sjögen’s syndrome antibody B
SU    Sulfonylurea
TNF-alfa Tumor necrosis factor alfa
TPO   Thyreoperoxidase antibody
TTG   Tissue transglutaminase antibody
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TTS</td>
<td>Tokyo Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>Type 1 diabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2D</td>
<td>Type 2 diabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKPDS</td>
<td>United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC</td>
<td>Waist circumference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>World Health Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHR</td>
<td>Waist-hip ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnT8</td>
<td>Zinc transporter 8 antibody</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction

Diabetes mellitus is a heterogeneous group of metabolic disorders characterized by chronic hyperglycemia, that has both short, sometimes immediate, and long term consequences and complications (1, 2).

Historic perspective

Diabetes has been known to humans since prehistoric times. The first descriptions have been attributed to the Egyptians ca 3000-1500 years BC (3), and also the Turkish physician Aretaeus, a disciple of Hippocrates, in the 2nd century, who described a state of immense thirst and massive urine discharge, and named it diabetes, after the Greek words *dia* – across, apart and *bainein* – to straddle, leading to diabétés, a siphon, referring to the massive discharge of urine (4). Diabetes mellitus will in the following be named diabetes, since the other possible type of diabetes, diabetes insipidus, involves a hypothalamic – pituitary condition of the vasopressin system regulating the balance of salts and fluids in the body (5) and will not be mentioned or discussed at all in this text. The name coincidence is due to the meaning of the word diabetes being the passage of large quantities of urine, a consequence of both DI and DM.

Diagnosis of diabetes was long based on the observation that the glucose-rich urine of the patients tasted like honey, thereby the name diabetes mellítus, mellitus meaning honey (3). Still diabetes was an uncommon diagnosis in the 19th century. Up until 1851 the diagnosis of diabetes was based on the taste of the urine, which may have curbed enthusiasm for screening, and self monitoring is said to have been occasionally recommended (6). Improved access to urine tests is described to probably account for the increased frequency of diagnosis from 1885 onwards. By 1923 tools for urinary glucose measurement were available in many US drugstores, at a cost of 1 cent each (6).

Before the 20th century, and up to 1914, a diagnosis of diabetes was equal to a death sentence, at least after about 5 years duration of the disease, as the legendary Dr Elliott P Joslin of Boston, Massachusetts wrote in The Canadian Medical
Association Journal in 1924, except for “exceptional cases whose onset was above the age of fifty years who lived out their respective expectations of life” (7). In many parts of the world it still is equal to a death sentence, as for many of the affected in parts of Africa for instance (8, 9).

“In June 1914 the situation changed”, Joslin continues, and with “a regimen of undernutrition” in addition to the prevailing “conservatism” in every way, both the patients’ lifestyle and interventions by physicians, the life expectancy was described to have increased from 4.8 to six years (7).

The situation changed very quickly in 1922 after the discovery by Banting and Best, given full resources to work with it by professor McLeod, that treatment with insulin could correct the hyperglycemia and metabolic derangements of the patients, and increase survival (7, 10-12). For this the Nobel Prize was awarded already in 1923 (13). In his Nobel lecture Banting describes that actually Zuelzer et al treated 6 cases of diabetes with insulin obtained after extraction from pancreas with alcohol with favourable outcome in 1908, but after Forschbach, in Minkowski’s clinic, repeated it with less favourable results, the line of treatment was abandoned by that group of investigators (13).

Early texts describe how treatment with insulin changed the extremely dehydrated, cachectic and terminal condition of the affected to normally thriving ordinary weight children so well that their identity among their comrades was now concealed (7). Life expectancy increased with 10-20+ years from the 1920:s up to the 1940s in adults with diabetes. A complete change from weakness and constant concomitant dangerous infections and early cardiovascular disease, to a healthy state of bodily efficiency and ability to work was brought on by treatment with insulin (12). With improving treatment the life expectancy increased further to almost, but not quite, normal life expectancy today (14, 15).

The development of the treatment of diabetes, and the research preceding the practices, during the 20th century, and continuing into the 21st century, have been immense and impressing, and according to Joslin in 1942 it “created respect also for scientific work in laboratories such as perhaps no other achievement had done” (12). The collaboration between clinical and laboratory work has for 150 years been, and still is, at the core of both diabetes research and clinical practice.
The impact of diabetes

The significance of diabetes is illustrated by it being estimated to be the fifth leading cause of death globally, constituting a considerable cause of premature mortality, a situation which is predicted to worsen (16, 17). Other illustrations of the impact of diabetes are Swedish figures demonstrating that 2/3 of patients with acute myo-cardial infarction or stroke had pathologic glucose metabolism, 1/3 as had diabetes and 1/3 as IGT (18, 19). Also the still remaining excess mortality even in a well financed and distributed health care system such as the Swedish one remains a matter of concern (14, 15, 20).

This thesis – Diabetes in Adults

This thesis deals primarily with some aspects of diabetes in adults, a group many times larger than that of affected children (21). Main subjects are the occurrence of diabetes, with focus on new onset diabetes, incidence, and conditions at the onset, with focus on autoimmunity and residual beta-cell function, measured as C-peptide, and their relations to age and to BMI. After the first phase of the disease, the question appears of what the conditions are after long duration of diabetes, why the last part deals with this, focusing on some less described aspects of clinical complications in relation to autoimmunity and residual C-peptide after long duration of diabetes. Musculoskeletal and some aspects of hepatogastric complications receive special attention. We had the opportunity to investigate these complications in parallel with a number of autoantibodies related to conditions of these organs.

Autoimmune diabetes in adults will receive special attention since this is the second largest group of diabetes in adults, and a suitable group for trying out new treatments in autoimmune diabetes. If such new modes of treatment are successful, the trials may serve as a model for new treatments also for children and adolescents with diabetes. Progression of beta cell destruction is more rapid in children and thereby more difficult to study. Residual beta cell function is usually much larger in adults and thereby more suitable for intervention. Besides this the group of autoimmune diabetes in adults is large enough to deserve special attention and research in its own right, with the aim to find the best treatments for these large groups of patients (22-25).
Definition of Diabetes

Diabetes is diagnosed when p-glucose is measured to be higher than normal, fasting (FPG) $\geq 7.0$ mmol/l, on two different occasions, or once non-fasting, or postprandial (after meal, PPG), or random plasma glucose (RPG), venous $\geq 11.1$ mmol/l, capillary $\geq 12.2$ mmol/l (26).

The only other conditions that need to be satisfied are that the person does not have rests of sugar on the finger tip, if capillary, for instance from eating fruit, or if venous, that a glucose containing fluid is not simultaneously being infused intravenously in the same arm as the venous sample is drawn from. Other exceptions that may need special attention are if the patient is receiving high doses of some drug known to affect the level of plasma glucose, usually by increasing insulin resistance, for instance cortisone steroid treatment. But on the other hand not everyone who receives steroids in high doses display plasma glucose levels in the diabetic range, so it may be more accurate to assume that an observation of elevated levels of plasma glucose in such a situation is demasquing a latent glucose intolerant or diabetic state, rather than a causal relationship (27).

In contrast to many other endocrine conditions where the diagnosis can be the challenge, this is seldom the case with diabetes. The challenges with diabetes are associated with treatment. The first challenge is keeping the patient alive, through avoiding fatal ketoacidosis, now more of a routine task, at least in affluent countries (3, 28). Then treatment needs to continue hour by hour, day by day, year by year, of a condition the patient often does not feel, and where strict both life style, and medical, regimens are needed to be kept, to avoid a number of quite serious long term complications (29, 30). The long term complications are primarily vascular. In type 1 diabetes the most prevalent complications are the microvascular as retinopathy, nephropathy and neuropathy. In type 2 diabetes the macrovascular complications such as myocardial infarction, stroke and peripheral artery disease including the risk of amputation, are by far the most prevalent, and the prevalence is directly related to the quality of treatment and care (31). The macrovascular complications pose threats also to patients with type 1 diabetes (32). All these types of complications and more are common in both type 1 and
type 2 diabetes, and especially in type 2 diabetes life is shortened by cardiac
disease, myocardial infarction (MI) or cardiac insufficiency with or without
previous MI (33). The references and examples are from Westernized countries
with existing and fairly well functioning health care systems. In other parts of the
world, such as Sub-Saharan Africa for instance, the present situation is much
darker (9, 34).

The knowledge of diabetes has increased almost exponentially over the past
decades. Diabetes is now known to entail a number of complex metabolic changes
in many different organs of the body, affecting a number of them in special ways
(28, 35-46). All stages of the disease are now under scrutiny in search of not only
new and better ways of treatment, but also of prevention and cure (47-53).
Epidemiology

Epidemiology – introduction

Epidemiology means the science of the distribution, etiology and course of diseases. A central task in epidemiologic research is to quantify the occurrence of disease in populations (54). Epidemiology is still considered a young science that has mainly developed after the Second World War when the United States initiated many large-scale epidemiologic studies, one of the most notable being the Framingham Heart Study, initiated in 1949, and still continuing to produce valuable information (55).

Physicians throughout recorded history from Hippocrates and onwards have considered the causes of diseases. It was only when scientists began to measure the occurrence of disease, rather than merely reflect on what may have caused disease, that scientific knowledge about causation made progress (54). The basic building blocks for epidemiologic conclusions are incidence rates, which involves counting disease occurrence in relation to the population and time span in which they occur. Rothman and Greenland observed in Modern Epidemiology that “these data are not easy to obtain, since most diseases occur rarely in human populations, which means considerable time and effort are needed to make the basic measure-ments. Often epidemiologists need to obtain cooperation from numerous other people to make their observations, and concerns for the privacy of subjects” and budget concerns “are common limitations in the field, and it is not possible to manipulate study variables, as can be done in experimental science” (54).

Epidemiology of Diabetes

Determining factors

Diabetes is a chronic disease of long duration and the prevalence is the easiest to measure, but both disease duration and mortality affect the prevalence (31). Incidence rates have therefore been judged the most valuable for demonstrating whether the occurrence of a disease is increasing or not (56). To define incidence it is necessary to define when a disease starts.
Prevalence – definition
Unlike incidence measures, which focus on events, prevalence focuses on disease status. Prevalence may be defined as the proportion of a population that has a disease at a specific point in time (56).

Type 1 diabetes – starting point and frequency of ketoacidosis
In the case of type 1 diabetes it was previously not considered difficult to define the starting point since obvious symptoms, such as weight loss, fatigue, polyuria, polydipsia and blurred vision were common at disease onset, and in combination with increased levels of plasma glucose the diagnosis was easily made. With time, the disease has become more well known to the general public and increasing numbers of patients are diagnosed earlier with less obvious symptoms (57). The proportion of patients presenting with the feared life-threatening condition of ketoacidosis have decreased, especially in populations with higher incidences of type 1 diabetes, and 20-25% is considered a high frequency (58). In settings where good health care is available, but the public awareness of diabetes lower, as in Kuwait in the 1990:s a frequency of ketoacidosis at presentation as high as 50% was noted, but no cases were fatal (59). On the contrary in a recent registration from urban Kenya 30% of hospital cases of diabetic ketoacidosis were fatal (8). In a Swedish study of young adults less than 20% had ketoacidosis at the time of diagnosis of type 1 diabetes (28). Despite this type 1 diabetes is considered a condition not too difficult to define a beginning of, or time of diagnosis.

Type 2 diabetes – when does it start?
For type 2 diabetes the situation is different. From a number of countries it has been described that for every person diagnosed with type 2 diabetes there are one or several other affected persons still unaware of their diabetic condition (60, 61). The reason for this is a long prodromal period of successive deterioration of the metabolic situation (36). There is an intermediate condition between normal carbohydrate metabolism, or health, and fully developed diabetes (62). This was acknowledged when WHO in its Technical Report of an Expert Committee on Diabetes Mellitus in 1980 included a definition of an intermediate, or pre-diabetic, stage termed impaired glucose tolerance, IGT, the use of which has become widespread (63). In the WHO recommendations in 1999 this was taken further by incorporating also a definition of impaired fasting glucose, IFG (64). The definitions of diabetes and of IGT and IFG from 1999 were not changed in the WHO/IDF consultation in 2006 (65). They are displayed in Table 1.
### Table 1. The 1999 WHO criteria for diabetes, IFG and IGT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Normal Glucose Tolerance</th>
<th>Impaired Fasting Glucose/ IFG</th>
<th>Impaired Glucose Tolerance/ IGT</th>
<th>Diabetes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fasting</td>
<td>&lt; 6,1</td>
<td>6,1 - 6,9</td>
<td>≥ 7,0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGTT 2 h (capillary)</td>
<td>&lt; 8,9</td>
<td>8,9 - 12,1</td>
<td>≥ 12,2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGTT 2 h (venous)</td>
<td>&lt; 7,8</td>
<td>7,8 - 11,0</td>
<td>≥ 11,1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WHO have published advice on definition, diagnosis and classification of diabetes since 1965. The criteria for defining diabetes are based on epidemiological studies demonstrating relationships with, and potential threshold values for, increased all-cause mortality, and development of microvascular, especially retinopathy, and cardiovascular complications (65). Increased availability of such data, demonstrating increased levels of risk for groups with lower values of PG and FPG were the reasons for the successive lowering of the levels that define the different categories of glucose intolerance, in 1985, and then in 1999.

WHO have examined a number of epidemiological studies examining the associations between different levels of hyperglycemia, IGT and IFG, and how they identify groups with significantly increased premature mortality and increased risk of microvascular and cardiovascular complications. For example early studies of the Pima Indians demonstrated that retinopathy could be present already at diagnosis of type 2 diabetes (66). Some later examples, apart from the studies listed by WHO, are a review by Laakso in 1999 demonstrating that the risk for cardiovascular events increased practically linearly with increasing fasting blood glucose, also within the normal range (67), and an Australian study which found that adolescents with type 2 diabetes had some serious complications after only a short duration of disease, indicating that they probably had been under influence of hyperglycemia also before diagnosis (68). The increase in blood glucose is
continuous and the cut point can be discussed as stated by Edwin Gale with the words “nobody really knows where it begins” (69).

That significant numbers of persons unaware of their diabetic condition have been identified during screening studies underlines the difficulties in diagnosing a condition that does not clearly announce itself by obvious symptoms or signs (60, 61, 70).

The previous paragraphs demonstrate that it is difficult to define exactly when a person acquires type 2 diabetes, since it is a gradual development of decompensation from normoglycemia via IGT/IFG towards clear diabetes, and many are described to be unaware of also a fully developed diabetic condition, so the time point of origin of the disease for the purposes of studying incidence has to be equated to the occasion when diabetes is first diagnosed.

A diabetes epidemic?

During the past decades the incidence and/or prevalence of both type 1 and type 2 diabetes have been reported to increase worldwide (71-76), and the trends continue (6, 77-80). Extensive and reliable epidemiological data were scarce before the 1980-90: s, and still are from many parts of the world (72, 77, 81, 82). The exceptions are the Nordic countries, and in particular Norway, where three surveys, one a questionnaire to doctors, and two retrospective surveys, recorded prevalence of diabetes during 1925-1954. The last two, from the cities of Oslo and Bergen, had the aim of documenting the effects of food rationing during World War II on the incidence of diabetes, finding that it decreased during the war time, and then increased again (83, 84).

In the United States two regions started early with registries. In a class of its own for epidemiological studies in general, over time, is the Rochester Epidemiological Project in Minnesota where the incidences and prevalences of a number of common diseases, not only diabetes, but also hypertension, rheumatic and other diseases have been recorded and analysed for over 40 years (85, 86). In Allegheny county, Pennsylvania, a registry of insulin-dependent diabetes was developed, and reported incidence of IDDM from 1965 onwards (87). The more the incidence of type 1 diabetes was recorded, the more it appeared that incidence rates were increasing, when data were compared worldwide (80).
Regarding type 2 diabetes, which is by far the major type of diabetes on the world, there was an increasing awareness of increasing prevalences first in the developed countries. After some international compilations under the initiative of WHO it became clear that diabetes posed a major health threat in many countries (72, 73). Awareness has grown this affects not only the populations of the affluent countries, but that diabetes is increasing even more rapidly, and with even more devastating consequences also in the developing world (33, 88-90). In 2006 WHO declared diabetes to be one of the conditions to be fought with the highest priority in the field of global health (91). It was the first ever non-communicable disease to reach that status, preceded only by infectious diseases such as tuberculosis, smallpox, malaria and HIV.

Initially there was no doubt that the prevalence of diabetes was increasing (33, 88, 92). Later, however, a discussion has appeared regarding whether the incidence has levelled out and increase in prevalence is due, at least in some areas, to increased life expectancy, occurring in parallel both in general populations and in patients with diabetes (93-95). The opinions differ depending on where and how it is examined. DIAMAP, “A road map for diabetes research in Europe” for 2010-2019, is a project funded by the European Commission, with the task to develop a guide for planning and funding research, the first of its kind for any area of research in Europe, published in 2010. It states that diabetes is a major health challenge of the 21st century, that it has reached epidemic proportions in all regions of the world and that prevalence of diabetes in both its major forms is expected to continue to rise inexorably if nothing is done to prevent it (96). It also states that while new drugs and a holistic approach to treatment have improved prognosis and quality of life for affected individuals, there is still no cure, and to develop novel prevention strategies for both type 1 and type 2 diabetes are the very first goals mentioned, labelled no 1.1 and 1.2 in the DIAMAP report, chapter 1 Genetics and Epidemiology (96).
Incidence

Type 1 – autoimmune diabetes

The majority of epidemiological data regarding type 1 diabetes describes the situation in age groups 0-14 years, or 0-19 years, since the disease has mostly been regarded a condition appearing during childhood or adolescence (6, 82, 97). Today it is recognized that new type 1 or autoimmune diabetes can appear also in young and middle-aged adults (57, 98-102), but epidemiological data regarding type 1 in the oldest age groups, and especially incidence data in adults with new type 1 diabetes have been very scarce, (1, 102-104).

Childhood type 1 diabetes

The significance of registries and population-based studies

During the 1980:s the significance of registries for measuring the incidence of childhood type 1 diabetes was acknowledged (105, 106). The reasons for registries were not only to achieve a good picture of the distribution of the disease. By observation of geographic differences the understanding of the underlying mechanisms of the appearance of the disease could increase (54, 106). These observations could in turn lead to intervention trials aiming for the prevention of diabetes, both type 1 and, likewise, type 2 (47, 48, 107, 108). Preferably the registries would continue to measure incidence, so that also time trends regarding matters such as calendar year, age groups, and seasonality of year regarding both birth date and date of diagnosis of diabetes, could be analysed (105). This has been done, among others, in the Swedish pediatric age group, and in Lithuania (109, 110). A nationwide incidence registry was also started for the adolescent-young adult age-groups, 15-34 years, in Sweden (111). Important information may be gathered from follow-up of such registries, for instance regarding mortality, and even income for the affected patients compared to persons without diabetes (20, 111, 112). In Europe multinational collaborations have been undertaken, and produced valuable data regarding incidences in different parts of Europe, and also regarding trends in incidence, which have mainly been increasing, with mean 3% /year (97, 113-116). An international collaboration, the DIAMOND project has
also provided data regarding incidences of childhood type 1 diabetes worldwide (77, 117, 118).

The situation in Scandinavia with personal civic numbers and public health registries creates unique opportunities for these kind of long term follow-up investigations (119, 120). In Sweden for instance there are registries of mortality and cause of death, diagnoses of hospital discharges, cancer incidence, and births including congenital defects. Also Denmark and Finland have a number of public health registries. Norway has data even from the first half of the 20th century regarding prevalence of diabetes (6, 84).

In Great Britain several registries were initiated in the 1970-90:s, for ages 0-15 years in the Oxford region (121), in Devon and Cornwall (122), and in Yorkshire for ages 0-15 and 15-29 years (123). Also from Scotland epidemiological data have emanated for a long time (124). In Belgium there is a nationwide registry of type 1 diabetes stretching from age 0 to age 39 years (98). In the United States the previously mentioned Rochester Epidemiological Project in Minnesota, records all types of diabetes, and is based on a records linkage system (85, 86). From Allegheny county, Pennsylvania, incidence of IDDM was reported from 1965 onwards (87).

Geographical patterns

For childhood onset type 1 diabetes there is a clear pattern of a north-south gradient in the figures of incidence. This is illustrated by the levels of annual incidences reported from the different geographical regions, especially in Europe where most of the available data are from. Notably, also within the British Isles the same pattern with higher annual incidences in the north, compared to the south, and within Scandinavia where Denmark displays lower incidences than Finland and Sweden.

North-western Europe, especially Finland, with 45 / 100 000 and year, and Sweden, the exception being Iceland, have reported the highest incidences of type 1 diabetes in children (80, 110, 125). From Mid-western Europe moderate levels of incidence rates have been reported. In Great Britain the southern parts reported medium levels of annual incidence of type 1 diabetes in 0-15 year-olds of 14-18, while from Scotland a figure of 24 was reported, displaying a north-south gradient within the country. From Germany national figures of 14-17 were reported from 1993-95, with the remark that these were about two-fold higher than estimates from the former Eastern Germany in the late 1980s (126). From Austria and
Switzerland incidence rates of about 10 were reported from the 1990s. From Poland medium incidence rates, rising from 9 to 15 from 1997-2002 were reported (127). From southern Europe the lowest incidences were reported, as 4-6 from Greece, and from Germany it was reported that immigrants from former Yugoslavia, Italy and Greece had incidence rates closer to their country of origin than compared to the German population (128, 129). Eastern Europe had low incidences but seem to proceed from low to moderate (97, 130, 131). Greece was initially reported to have the lowest incidence rates in Europe, but a report from Crete illustrates increasing rates there two (132).

A recently published age-period cohort analysis of 1990-2003 from Italy reveals that the nationwide overall annual incidences have risen from ca 10 to ca 15, but that also in Italy there are large variations between geographical regions. Sardinia has among the highest recorded incidences in Europe of 41, compared to the earlier highest reported incidence of 45 from Finland. Trento in northern Italy stands out with 18.7. The rest of Italy has a south-north gradient of 9-12 (133). Previously rather low incidences were reported mainland Italy, but recently medium high incidences, representing about a 50% increase in incidence, have been reported. Other parts of Southern Europe have reported low incidences, except for Spain where medium high incidences were identified of 8-18 (134). From the other side of the Mediterranean, from Northern Africa, Libya and Sudan reported moderate levels (80, 97, 114, 116, 134-138).

Asia, Oceania, and South America have reported low incidences (80, 118). The pattern from Europe seems to be mimicked in a North-American intra-continental variation from a very low incidence of 0.6 in Mexico to 23.9- 35.9 in Canada (80, 139). From Brazil 1996 was reported 12 (140). See also Figure 1. Higher incidences of type 1 are described in Caucasians than those of other origins, when colocalized (129, 142). The very lowest incidence rates, have been reported from Asia, such as from Japan (143, 144) 1-3, even in Japanese populations abroad (142), from China < 1, but increasing (146), and Korea < 1 (118).

Australia reports continued increase from 12 to 23 in 1985-2002 (147), and are higher in children of Caucasian descent.
Summary

In summary patterns with the lowest incidences in the south, medium high incidences in the mid-Continent of Europe, and the highest incidences in the northern parts, especially in Scandinavia, which is situated the furthest north, have been reported (80, 148). It is interesting that within not only countries like Great Britain, but also within Italy seemingly the same type of south-north gradient has been observed (123, 124, 133). The same pattern seems to exist in North and Middle America. Lastly, and perhaps most interesting is the fact that the pattern seems to repeat itself in the Southern Hemisphere, with low rates of incidence reported from countries in northern-middle South America, and incidences in the medium high range from the southernmost places there (80, 117, 148, 149).

This has been illustrated in Figure 1. Lower incidences around the equator, and increasing incidences with latitude, whether north or south.

Incidences of type 1 diabetes has not been as thoroughly or often examined in the countries of the Far East, but some investigations have been performed, and very low incidences were reported from China and Japan (80, 146). Those populations are very large, so the condition still affects many patients in the Asian region. Especially in Japan a lot of advanced research in the areas of Endocrinology and Diabetes have been performed for a long time, and efforts in China are quickly multiplying (143, 150), (31).

Continuing increases (97, 109, 115, 123, 125, 146, 151), but also stable incidences of type 1 (152-154) have been reported. Increases in incidence of type 1 have been suggested to level off, especially in regions with the highest incidences (97, 121, 153, 155), while the highest rates of increases in incidence of T1D in children and adolescents have been reported to occur in the countries previously reporting the lowest incidences (113, 148). The overall annual increase in incidence rates in 17 European countries, in the EURODIAB register, in 1989-2003 was 3.9%, ranging from 0.6 to 9.3% (113).
From Italy, where much attention and research is devoted to diabetes, and T1D in children in particular the incidence is still reported to increase in linearly (31).

![Figure 1. Incidence of type 1 diabetes/100 000 and year in ages 0-14 yrs 1994-1999. (148)](image)

**Type 1 diabetes in adults**

Some investigators have found that incidences of T1D were lower in the age group above compared to below age 20 years (101, 153). Lower incidences were found in the age group 20-30 years in a multinational European study (101), while a nationwide Belgian study found no differences in incidence rates between the 0-15-yr-olds vs the 15-39-yr-olds, or that slightly more of the adults were affected by new-onset type 1 than among the children. The results, or sparsity of results, lead to the assumption that the incidence of what was still perceived as childhood diabetes, or diabetes of juvenile onset, simply tapered off in ages above age 40 years. There have been a few studies over the years that have recorded incidence of IDDM or type 1 diabetes in age groups above 30-40 years. The main earlier ones that did were the Rochester study where incidence of diabetes was recorded (82, 86, 156). An early Finnish study compared children and adults at the time of diagnosis of type 1 diabetes and found indications of a bimodal incidence rate (157). In Denmark a study of age groups above 30 years, with a population at risk
of more than 1 million inhabitants and a very high degree of ascertainment, > 99%, indicated that IDDM may develop at any age, and that the life-time risk of developing IDDM was higher than had been expected (158).

The three previously mentioned studies, from the 1960:s, 1970:s and 1980:s were the best available studies of incidence of type 1 diabetes, in adults when we planned and conducted our Kronoberg incidence study.

In the mid-1970s the possibility to analyse diabetes related pancreatic autoantibodies emerged and the methods were further developed during the 1980:s and 1990:s (159-162). Findings of more evidence of adult type 1, or autoimmune, diabetes, and of autoimmunity in what had been perceived as type 2 patients increased awareness of a “grey zone”, an increasing number of patients were it was not easy to know which type of diabetes they had (163). Did this matter? Was it wrong to try to classify all patients (164)? This subject is further discussed in the sections on Classification and LADA. Later it became clear that more types of specific, or semi-specific, diabetes exist, and this knowledge expands continuously. For details of other, more unusual types of diabetes see the section Atypical diabetes.

Type 2 – non-autoimmune diabetes

In general
For type 2 diabetes it is often difficult to name the exact starting point of the disease, since it is precluded by a continuous process of developing derangements successively ending in a diabetic state (36). This state is not always obvious to the patient, until strong clinical symptoms occur, which is probably the reason why most studies on occurrence of type 2 diabetes study prevalence (71, 72), but also the fact that it is easier to count existing patients than identifying and registering patients prospectively.

For type 2 diabetes there are many reports on prevalence (61, 71, 72, 89, 165-167) but studies regarding incidence, which is considered the most informative measure of whether the occurrence of diabetes is truly increasing, are much fewer (56, 82). Contributing to this is probably larger difficulty in establishing date of onset, but also larger numbers of patients and more varying types of health care facilities (82).
Type 2 diabetes in adults
The incidence of type 2 diabetes has varied very much both geographically and over time (31). Often, especially in large comparative studies, no distinction is made between all types of diabetes, and type 2 diabetes, due to difficulties in classification in field situations, and in administrative situations of capturing registrations (72). Since after all in the larger perspective 90% of all diabetes has usually been found to be type 2, with hitherto methods, this can be accepted when it comes to comparisons on national and continental levels (31, 72). The past decade or more it has been clear that the prevalence of type 2 diabetes, has been rising in a very disturbing manner, by some described as catastrophic (33), and it obviously continues, at least or especially in the developing parts of the world, where China and India are believed to be the countries that will harbour the absolute largest numbers of patients with diabetes in the upcoming decades (31). In Scandinavia and Northern Europe a cautious discussion has started regarding whether the incidence of type 2 diabetes is actually still increasing, or whether it is mostly the effects of decreasing mortality in both the general and diabetic populations, and when it comes to incidence also of earlier debut and prolonged duration of disease (31, 95, 168, 169).

Undiagnosed diabetes
Prevalence of diagnosed and undiagnosed type 2 in the US was reported to have increased from 8.8% in 1976-80 to 12.3% in 1988-94, and to be due in large part to an actual increase in type 2 and not to increased survival by patients with diabetes (160, 171). Several countries report many undiagnosed cases of type 2 (33, 73). In Asturias, Spain >50% were unaware of their condition (161). In a study from northern Sweden prevalence of previously unknown diabetes was 2.6% in men, women 2.7%, lower than the frequencies of diagnosed diabetes (166).

Our aim was to register the patients that were diagnosed with diabetes. To undertake to find every unknown person with hyperglycemia on the diabetic level would be to undertake a complete population screening as was done for instance in the Norwegian county of North Tröndelag (173). We did not set out to do this, the resources were not adjusted for that. Despite the often high rates of undiagnosed diabetes mentioned in international reports we do estimate that with the situation in Sweden regarding personal identification numbers, good access to health care and general education the number of missed cases, or undiagnosed diabetes should definitely not exceed the 20-25% found in the large Norwegian study.
Type 2 diabetes in children

Only ten to fifteen years ago type 2 diabetes was hardly believed to occur in children, other than as extremely rare occasions (174). Since then awareness has grown that the observed epidemic of obesity in both adults and youth have brought along a fast increase in the numbers of children and adolescents affected by diabetes (31, 175). When studying these more closely it has become apparent that a substantial proportion, especially in the United States, and particularly of the adolescents with diabetes, have type 2 diabetes (176). Along the way many have been treated with insulin and assumed to have type 1 diabetes, because of their age, and on the other hand, when antibodies have been analysed, the proportions of the different types of diabetes have not been exactly the same in the young as in adults (174). Still the increasing frequency of adolescents and even children with type 2 diabetes is taken very seriously (175). The data regarding exact figures of incidence or prevalence of type 2 diabetes in the young has been limited until recently, but the last years there has been increasing focus on the subject (31, 177, 178), although figures of incidence are still lacking from many parts of the world.
Autoimmunity and Ketoacidosis

Autoimmunity

The demonstration of islet cell antibodies, ICA, in the sera of patients with type 1 diabetes in the mid-1970s provided strong evidence for the autoimmune nature of type 1 diabetes (159, 160). Within 1-2 decades the use of the antibody assays became more spread, and were applied to increasing numbers of populations. It then became clear that autoimmune diabetes also appeared in adults. Some acquired classical type 1 diabetes, but it also became clear that there were patients who were not insulin dependent at diagnosis but had antibodies, and ICA:s started to be analysed also in groups of patients initially diagnosed with type 2 diabetes (103, 179, 180).

Initially these autoantibodies were believed to be more or less directly responsible for the destruction of the beta cells, but with time this has been questioned, and whether that is so, or they merely constitute markers of the autoimmune process, is still not clear (181).

First ICA, islet cell autoantibodies, were discovered (159, 160). Later glutamic acid decarboxylase antibodies, GADA, were identified, and it became clear that ICA were markers for more than one type of pancreatic autoantibody. The process of identifying GADA took some time (182). Later the pancreatic autoantibodies related to IA-2, tyrosine phosphatase, with isoforms, IA-2A and IA-β2A, and then recently the ZnT8 Ab, have been identified. It has been demonstrated that IA-2A, and IAA, insulin autoantibodies, do not add much information in adults (183, 184). The ZnT8 Ab appears mostly in recent-onset childhood type 1 diabetes, and tends to decline rapidly after onset of diabetes (185). Insulin autoantibodies IAA, occur in 30% and are more frequent in young patients. The limitation of this antibody assay is that it can not distinguish from insulin antibodies induced by insulin treatment (186-188). What is clear, however, is that GADA and ICA are much more common than IAA, IA-2A, and ZnT8 Ab in LADA (25).
Ketoacidosis

The proportion of patients presenting with ketoacidosis have decreased, especially in populations with higher incidences of type 1 diabetes (110). In a Swedish study of young adults less than 20% had ketoacidosis at the time of diagnosis of type 1 diabetes (28). In a recent very large multicenter study from Austria and Germany around 20% of childhood onset T1D presented with ketoacidosis (58). Even if ketoacidosis is still common, the majority are not that decompensated at presentation today in the more affluent countries. In the developing parts of the world it is still more common, and mortality in the condition is also higher (189). After all even in the northern and western parts of the world type 1 diabetes was a fatal disease only a few generations ago, but this changed with the introduction of treatment with insulin (7, 11, 13). It is also well known that socioeconomic factors influence both the incidence and the outcome of diabetic ketoacidosis (8, 110, 189).
Classification of Diabetes

Early observations

Gilchrist, Best and Banting in their early descriptions of insulin treatment described that the amounts of insulin available was so scarce that they always tried to see if the patients could do without it during periods, and only those who did not seem to be able to survive without it were offered continuous treatment (190). In 1934-39 Himsworth made observations and experiments leading to the conclusion that there were two kinds of patients with diabetes, insulin sensitive and insulin insensitive (191). This was the ground for others, paired with their own clinical observations, to suggest in 1951 that there were two different types of diabetes (192, 193). It seems reasonable to assume that many clinicians made these observations routinely in clinical practice, but it took time before someone did systematical observations and recorded and published them.

From this has sprung the major classification groups currently recommended by the WHO, type 1 and type 2 (26). The last decades it has become clear that diabetes is indeed a number of heterogeneous conditions, all resulting in hyperglycemia and with its detrimental consequences (194-197).

Classification in different age groups

At diagnosis of diabetes classification is often difficult, which has been well recognized in young adults (57, 198) and in adults, for some time (99, 103, 180, 199, 200). Recently this has become a growing problem also in adolescents and children (174, 201-203), where prevalences of type 2 or non-autoimmune diabetes are increasing, due to the obesity epidemic observed during the past decade (150, 175, 178, 196). Diabetes is most prevalent in the very eldest age groups, and interest in the classification also of these groups is also increasing (184).
Grounds for classification

Classification by age 1965
The first WHO Technical Report on Diabetes was published in 1965. It was then concluded that classification by symptoms or need for treatment would give overlapping groups, which should be avoided. The only possible way was classification by age of onset alone. The suggested groups were 1) 0-14 years, infantile or childhood diabetes; 2) 15-24 years, young diabetics; 25-64 years, adult diabetics; and over 65 years of age, elderly diabetics (204). (The word diabetics, now considered improper was used in the report).

Classification by insulin dependence 1980 and 1985
The next WHO Technical Report was published in 1980. It declared that research had brought new knowledge and that a new approach to classification was required (63). It was observed that information regarding several areas such as HLA-genes, islet antibodies, different courses and frequency of complications, and other factors had started to become available, but that it was scarce, and seemed to differ in different populations regarding ethnicity, geographical distribution, age etc. It was concluded that it was an interesting area of future research, since the relevance of the information to clinical management and disease prevention was unclear.

Since the mentioned parameters could not be used at the time to construct a simple classification that was useful to all, an interim classification, initially prepared by the Diabetes Data Group of the National Institutes of Health, USA, (NDDG) was recommended (63, 205). This classified the diabetes patients according to insulin dependence. For the classes see Table 2.
I) Diabetes mellitus with groups
   1) Insulin-dependent – type 1 (IDDM)
   2) Non-insulin-dependent – type 2, (NIDDM) with
      a) Non-obese and
      b) Obese
   3) Other types, diabetes associated with certain (defined) “conditions and syndromes”
II) Impaired glucose tolerance, IGT, with
   a) Non-obese and
   b) Obese
III) Gestational diabetes

Table 2. Classification of diabetes according to WHO 1980 and 1985

In 1985 WHO continued to recommend classification by treatment into IDDM and NIDDM (206). With time though it became clear that these were unclear definitions, since NIDDM patients became insulin treated, and insulin-dependent with time, and at a short glance it was not always obvious which type they had been from the beginning (207). In 1998 the American Diabetes Association (ADA) suggested, and WHO acknowledged, that a classification based on etiology of the different diabetic conditions would be more satisfactory, and such a classification was officially recommended in 1999 (26, 64).

Classification by etiology 1999

The classification by etiological type results from improved understanding of the causes of diabetes (64). The terms type 1 and type 2 diabetes were reintroduced by WHO in 1999 (64). It has been increasingly acknowledged that diabetes mellitus is a heterogeneous group of metabolic conditions with partly or mainly the same consequences, but different etiologies. Some are of more clear genetic origin, as for example the different types of MODY, maturity onset diabetes in the young (208), or MIDD (Mitochondrial inherited diabetes and deafness) (209). Still the majority of cases of diabetes fall within the two major etiopathogenic categories now labelled type 1 and type 2 diabetes (1, 26, 194), Table 3.
1. Type 1 diabetes – due to pancreatic beta cell destruction and prone to ketoacidosis  
   a) 1A Autoimmune  
   b) 1B as above without signs of autoimmunity, = idiopathic

2. Type 2 diabetes – the common major form – insulin secretion defect almost always with major contribution from insulin resistance

3. Other specific types (genetic; related to endocrine and other specific diseases, ie cystic fibrosis)

4. Gestational Diabetes, GDM

**Table 3. Classification of diabetes according to WHO 1999**

IGT and also IFG are mentioned, but as stages in impaired glucose tolerance / in development of diabetes as the definition of classes is supplemented with a description of the clinical stages in the development of diabetes (64).

The classification by etiology was made possible after the identification of islet cell antibodies in 1974 (159, 160). This was the starting point of a first slow, but later almost explosive development of the use of, and also improvement of methods of analyzing, pancreatic autoantibodies (162, 210). The high prevalence of pancreatic autoantibodies at diagnosis of diabetes confirmed the autoimmune nature of type 1 diabetes (211). The antibody assays were not used for classification in children only, but a new era of classification in adults had begun (25, 179, 180, 103, 212, 213). Recently it has become obvious that problems of classification exist not only in young adults, but also in adolescents and even children (174, 201, 202).

The epidemic of obesity seen in many parts of the world over the past decades is clearly responsible for further increasing the difficulties of classification seen in the adolescent and young adult age groups. In these groups signs of overlapping etiologies have also been demonstrated, so that despite the large influence of BMI
there are still groups of very obese young people who develop diabetes early and have clear signs of beta cell dysfunction (174, 203, 214).

**Definition of type 1 diabetes and autoimmune diabetes – and LADA**

Type 1 diabetes was previously called juvenile or juvenile-onset diabetes, which was a description of the fact that it had been observed that this disease was mainly diagnosed in children, adolescents and possibly young adults (215). The numbers who actually display ketoacidosis at onset of diabetes are fewer today, at least in high prevalence areas, which has been described, and attributed to greater knowledge of diabetes, and more of the affected youth are diagnosed before they reach such a decompensated state (189, 216). In a nationwide Swedish incidence study from 1992-93 of 15-34-yr-olds only 13% had ketoacidosis at onset of diabetes (28). The terminology has changed from juvenile diabetes, to IDDM after the 1980-85 WHO recommendation (206), and to type 1 diabetes in 1998 (26, 194) now, at least in research settings, often named classical type 1 diabetes (217).

With time it has been observed that (classical) type 1 diabetes, with or without ketoacidosis, with low or normal BMI, weight loss and insulin dependency directly from the start is present also in adult patients (196). Despite sporadic such observations by many clinicians, the concept of classical type 1 diabetes has not been easy to establish in older ages. In diabetes epidemiology studies of the incidence of type 1 diabetes have focused on the childhood age groups of 0-14-yr-olds, sometimes stretching to 15-19-yr-olds (97, 148).

In the last two decades studies have emerged that investigate the proportions of patients with pancreatic autoantibodies among either those not insulin-requiring at diagnosis, or all patients with diabetes. The prevalences found have varied widely between studies, depending on the population studied (99, 103, 184, 200, 218, 219). Analysis of antibodies in larger cohorts of patients with diabetes that were not insulin requiring at diagnosis have lead to the identification of a number of patients that are antibody positive, without displaying the previously typical clinical picture of classical type 1 diabetes. Several terms have been used for this group, from antibody positive type 2 diabetes, and latent autoimmune diabetes in adults (LADA) to slowly progressive autoimmune diabetes in adults, (52, 200, 212, 220). According to the WHO recommendations from 1999 they are a variant of type 1, or autoimmune, diabetes (64). All this has lead to recent suggestions to rather use the term autoimmune diabetes for all such diabetes (221). This is further discussed under LADA.
Definition of type 2 diabetes and non-autoimmune diabetes

Type 2 diabetes is a diagnosis of exclusion, what is left when other more clearly defined conditions, such as autoimmune diabetes, MODY, or some other genetic or otherwise clearly specified types of diabetes, and secondary and gestational diabetes are excluded (64). See also Table 2.

Tools of classification

Different kinds of diabetes display different traits regarding heredity, treatment needs and patterns of complications, i.e. prognosis. In clinical practice general observations of clinical traits were the first tools used for distinguishing between diabetes types, present wherever there were patients with diabetes (192). Clinical traits are still used (184). In the 1970:s the knowledge of C-peptide in general evolved, and in the 1980:s it started to be used alone, and in combination with antibody analyses, for the classification of diabetes type mostly in research settings (103, 180, 222).

In the 1970:s and 1980:s the development of antibody analyses started a cascade of investigations to determine their prevalence, and thereby usefulness, in different patient populations, and also potentially in the general population, to predict the occurrence of autoimmune diabetes (99, 103, 104, 180, 182, 199, 200, 218, 222-224). The aims were to identify autoimmune diabetes and to predict beta cell destruction and insulin dependency. In research settings analysis of pancreatic antibodies has become standard for classification of diabetes. In affluent societies, especially in hospital settings and policlinics this is often, but not always, done, more often in adults than in children and adolescents. In primary care settings, however, and especially in less affluent localisations, this is far from the rule, and clinical basal criteria such as age and BMI have had to do as tools of classification. Antibodies are costly analyses, while C-peptide is a less expensive analysis.
Latent Autoimmune Diabetes in Adults – LADA

Definition – to be or not to be – that is the question?

Antibodies in patients that had originally been diagnosed with type 2 diabetes were first described by Irvine and Bottazzo, and a decade later, when methods improved and new antibodies were discovered (182, 210, 225) the literature regarding autoantibody positive diabetes in adults increased (99, 103, 180, 199). The name LADA (Latent Autoimmune Diabetes in Adults) was suggested and has been widely used (22, 104, 163, 226). Mainly in Japan the term “slowly progressive type 1 diabetes” has been used synonymously (227).

The first studies were clinical (103, 180, 199). They were followed also by more experimental investigations, and comparisons between LADA and both classical type 1 diabetes, and type 2 diabetes. One example was Botnia study of clinical and genetic characteristics of type 2 diabetes with and without GADA, describing both likenesses and differences between the groups (220, 228). A discussion soon developed regarding whether LADA was a form of type 1 diabetes, or of type 2, or neither (183, 212, 229-231). It also brought focus on the fact that the definition of LADA was not a solid consensus (24, 163, 212, 232). Some continued to describe it as type 2 diabetes with antibodies (200, 220), while others saw it more as a slowly developing variant of type 1 diabetes (229, 233), which has also been observed is the prevailing definition recommended by WHO (26, 194, 221). Suggestions have been made for joint definitions of LADA such as age ≥ 30 years, or ≥ 35 years, in combination with non-insulin-dependency at the time of diagnosis, but for how long has been different, 1 month? 3? 6 months? 12 months?

Prevalence of pancreatic antibodies is a requisite, but which antibodies? Initially when that was the only one that could be analysed, it was ICA. Later GADA has been the more common to use, if not both, but some have analysed GADA + ICA. Some patients may be positive for 1 or more antibodies but not GADA (230, 232). In the UKPDS it was observed that the LADA group shared HLA and insulin genes with the type 1, but not with the type 2 group (234). Some investigators have seen differences on group level related to different levels of GADA titres and
suspected different subgroups of LADA (235, 236). These findings were
carried out by some, but not all investigators, not by the UKPDS for instance
(237). Besides, the further division of LADA, which is already a subgroup, is not
desirable either (230). All the indistinctness has lead back to a suggestion not to
use LADA as a term, but to revert to calling all autoimmune diabetes just that –
autoimmune diabetes (221).

Prognosis

The need for a special definition of LADA patients was generated by the obser-
vation that their prognosis was different. These Ab\(^+\) patients developed beta-cell
failure, and become insulin dependent, more often, and more rapidly, than others
who were not insulin dependent at diagnosis of diabetes (103, 200, 218). A few
studies have also investigated the scope of complications developing in LADA
patients (238, 239). Isomaa et al found that the frequency of microvascular comp-
lications were the same in both type 1, LADA and type 2 patients, while coronary
heart disease (CHD) was as frequent among lADA as type 2 patients, but in the
LADA patients CHD was related more to glycemic control than in T2D.

Treatment

Most adults with autoimmune diabetes not insulin requiring at onset become so
within 3-6 years (103, 200, 218, 226). The group is most often called LADA (104,
212), and has been identified as a suitable group for evaluation of new therapies in
autoimmune, or, type 1 diabetes. It also constitutes a large group with need of
evaluation of best therapy in its own right (22, 24, 213, 23). What is the best
therapy for the LADA group has been, and still is, unknown (24, 233, 242).

Just as in type 1 diabetes there is an autoimmune attack on the beta-cells, resulting
in destruction of the insulin producing cells and what is termed beta-cell failure,
the inability to produce enough insulin to maintain glucometabolic homeostasis
(221, 243). The effects of insulin on this autoimmune attack was first tested in
animal studies of rodents (108, 244), and then in a pilot trial of ten Japanese
LADA patients (245). Insulin has been suggested to be a possible candidate to
promote halt or reversal of beta cell function due to several mechanisms (233).
One is beta cell rest which experimental and clinical studies have demonstrated to be
associated with increased residual beta-cell function, another is immuno-
modulation (181, 246-248).
Atypical forms of diabetes

A number of conditions not primarily fitting into the usual descriptions of type 1 or type 2, or autoimmune vs non-autoimmune, diabetes have been described. The knowledge of them has increased recently, and was well summarized by Murphy, Ellard and Hattersley 2008 (195).

Monogenic diabetes

Monogenic diabetes resulting from mutations that primarily reduce beta-cell function accounts for 1-2% of diabetes cases, although it is often misdiagnosed as either type 1 or type 2 diabetes. Diabetes diagnosed before 6 months of age frequently results from mutation of genes related to ATP-sensitive inward rectifier potassium channel, or sulphonylurea receptor 1 subunits of an ATP-sensitive potassium channel, and improved glycemic control can be achieved by treatment with high-dose sulphonylureas rather than insulin (195).

Individuals with familial, young-onset diabetes that does not fit with either type 1 or type 2 diabetes might have mutations in the transcription factors HNF-1α (hepatocyte nuclear factor 1α) or HNF-4α, and can be treated with sulphonylureas.

Extrapancreatic features, such as renal disease (caused by mutations in HNF-1β) or deafness (caused by a mitochondrial mutation) usually require early treatment with insulin (195).

Flatbush diabetes

Black African Americans that came to hospital with typical ketoacidosis and diabetes, but later improved to a condition of non-insulin-dependent diabetes were first recognized in the New Your City suburb called Flatbush, thereby the name Flatbush diabetes (249). The phenomenon has been observed in several places in Africa, and other locations (9, 197). During stable conditions a type 2-like picture, with or without features of the metabolic syndrome, is displayed, but
when concurrent compromising conditions occur such as grave infection, or other concomitant disease, ketoacidosis and insulin dependence may develop, and later abate again. Presence of beta-cell dysfunction has been described (250). The phenomenon was recently described in a Caucasian in South America (251).

Secondary diabetes

Secondary diabetes is the term used when diabetes is not the result of primary pancreatic or beta-cell related disease, or the metabolic syndrome combined with beta-cell dysfunction, but when some other condition is the cause. The classical example of secondary diabetes is after surgical removal of part of, or the whole pancreas, usually due to either malignant tumors or the late effects of advanced or repeated pancreatitis (252). The patient is left without any, or to small, production of insulin and becomes insulin-dependent, directly after the surgery.

These patients are characterized by somewhat lower risk of late complications of diabetes, perhaps due to the usually late time of debut of diabetes. They are also have a markedly enhanced sensitivity to administered insulin and are more sensitive to hypoglycemia, which may develop faster and be deeper, probably due to the lack also of alpha cells and of glucagon production (252). Another well known example of secondary diabetes are the cases affected by diabetes within the framework of another endocrine disorder, often Acromegaly or Cushing’s syndrome, but it also happens in conjunction with other neuroendocrine tumors, and their treatment. Both pancreatectomy and Somatostatin analogs may interfere here. Except for the cases related to pancreatectomy, who are more prone to insulin sensitivity, these cases related to other hormonal disturbances are usually related to insulin resistance, are more common in patients with family history of T2D, and resemble type 2 diabetes, but they often resolve if the basic endocrine disturbance can be cured (253).

Gestational diabetes

Gestational diabetes is when diabetes is diagnosed for the first time during pregnancy. Many of these patients return to normal plasma glucose values after delivery, but again a majority of the women who have experienced gestational diabetes develop diabetes during their life span. About 10% usually do so within the first year postpartum, and earlier studies demonstrated cumulative incidences of up to 60% after ca 15 years. More recent studies have found about 35% cumulative incidence of diabetes after 10-15 years. It is possible that modern intervention policies can improve this figure. GDM is related to obesity and the
majority of the diabetes they develop is type 2. Investigations of autoimmunity in populations with GDM have demonstrated that about 5-10% (?) are antibody positive and develop type 1 diabetes either directly in connection with the GDM, or later (254).

New cases of secondary and gestational diabetes were excluded from the Kronoberg incidence study.
Beta cells and beta cell function

The beta cells of the pancreas

The beta cells are situated in the so called islets of Langerhans in the pancreas. Their embryonic origin was long believed to be ectodermal, related to the neural crest, but this hypothesis has lately been refuted (255). The prevailing opinion now is that both the exocrine and endocrine parts of the pancreas stem from endoderm. This has clinical interest since one of the lines of development of better treatments in diabetes deals with trials to develop differentiated, insulin producing beta cells from embryonic stem cells (256). The beta cells constitute the majority of five types of endocrine, peptide hormone producing cells dispersed in tiny islets throughout the pancreas (256). Endocrine means their site of action is far removed from the site of secretion. Insulin is a hormone secreted from the beta cells which decreases blood glucose levels by facilitating utilization of glucose in the peripheral tissues, especially the skeletal muscles and the liver. Another cell type are the alpha cells that produce glucagon. The effect of glucagon is the exact opposite of the effect of insulin. The effect of glucagon is to maintain blood glucose levels during fasting by the mobilization of glucose from glycogen stores in peripheral tissues such as muscle and liver (252).

Beta-cell function – a key issue

Defects in beta cell function

Interest in beta-cell function and C-peptide has risen considerably the last years (49, 257). New insights from basic and clinical research suggest that the common denominator of all forms of diabetes is the lack of an adequate functional beta-cell mass (absolute in type 1 diabetes and relative in type 2 diabetes) and thereby insulin insufficiency leading to hyperglycemia (49, 256, 258). There is an increased awareness in general of the defect in beta cell function present in many patients with type 2 diabetes (214), and also an awareness that different types of treatment may affect beta cell function differently (24, 259, 260).
There has long been an awareness of the large defect in beta cell function that is often present at diagnosis of classical type 1 diabetes in children and adolescents (261). This also includes the awareness that potentially remaining beta cell function practically always has decreased further after diagnosis, despite start of treatment with insulin, and even if a remission period occurs (186, 261, 262).

Measurement of C-peptide became more common in research settings from the 1970:s and 1980:s onwards. Since then the focus has increasingly been on trying to preserve what is left of the beta-cell function at diagnosis, in both children and adults (245, 247, 248, 263, 264). The fact that more of the affected young type 1 patients are now discovered earlier in the process does not seem to have led to much larger proportions of patients with long term remaining residual beta-cell function, at least not until 2008 (258). Prediction in the general population is not impossible, but complicated. Since yet there is no good treatment or cure to apply before onset of autoimmune diabetes it is not considered ethical to screen before diagnosis other than when direct participation in trials attempting prevention is offered (181).

**Preservation of beta cell function**

The main reasons why preservation of beta cell function is the goal of the efforts are the following: There are some data suggesting that higher remaining levels of beta cell function seem to involve delayed or inhibited development of complications, and/or a diabetes more easily controlled. The main example of this is the result of the DCCT study, where even very modest improvements in preservation of beta-cell function, measured as C-peptide, were associated with decreased proportions of patients affected by retinopathy, and lower frequency of hypoglycemia (30). Hypoglycemia is the main obstacle in achieving the desired goal of better metabolic control, measured by levels of HbA1c. Actually both the risk of hypoglycemia, and the observation that near-normal levels of blood glucose seemed to be preferable for patients and for achieving desired clinical goals (then in the short term), were observed already very early on in the beginnings of the use of insulin treatment (11). To be able to decrease the frequency of hypoglycemia would not only achieve a safer treatment situation per se, but also enable other goals to be better achieved, such as lower frequency of vascular complications. The close connection between level of HbA1c and prevalence of complications, both micro- and macrovascular, is well established in both types of diabetes (30, 32, 39, 312, 266). Another goal intensively sought after in studies of autoimmune diabetes is the possibility to halt the autoimmune attack on the beta cells, with the result of either halting, or most-wished-for, reversing the impairment in beta cell function (267).
C – peptide

C-peptide – definition

C-peptide was first described in 1967 by Steiner & Oyer (268). Early investigations attempted to define a physiological role for C-peptide but failed to do so. The discussion has continued as to the significance of C-peptide as a potentially biologically active endogeneous peptide hormone, and some interpret newer studies to indicate this (269). Nevertheless, quite early the interest in C-peptide became focused on its use as a marker for beta-cell secretory function (270).

C-peptide is secreted from the pancreas into the circulation in equimolar concentrations as insulin, along with proinsulin and split proinsulins (intermediates) (268, 271). C-peptide is more stable, with longer half life, and by measuring this as a substitute for the more unstable insulin also avoids the problem of distinguishing between endogenous and exogenous insulin, which the insulin assay cannot (271). These are the reasons why C-peptide has been used increasingly as a measure of the endogenous insulin production, usually termed beta-cell function.

C-peptide – function and use

C-peptide has been identified as the appropriate outcome measure of residual beta cell function in intervention studies of autoimmune diabetes (272). It has for long been identified as the most important marker of failure or success in trials of type 1 diabetes in children, and later also of LADA, thereby in all autoimmune diabetes (263, 273). For some time now C-peptide has also emerged as one of the main goal parameters in trials and treatment of type 2 diabetes (49, 257, 260). This has been emphasized further by the new classes of drugs for treatment of type 2 diabetes, first the thiazoledinediones, and then the incretin enhancers and mimetics, which in animal studies have demonstrated favourable effects on beta cell function, and the same has been suggested also in some human studies recently (259, 260, 274, 275).
C-peptide and classification

When C-peptide was first discovered using it for classification was examined by some investigators (222, 276), but the use of autoantibodies in research settings soon overshadowed the use of C-peptide only, although many, but not all, investigations of different groups have analyzed both antibodies and C-peptide (197).
Metabolic control and HbA1c

Metabolic control

Metabolic control, also named glycemic control, means to restore the metabolic derangements inflicted by the diabetic state, to, or to near, normal levels (11, 36). That this was desirable was observed already during the first year of the era of insulin treatment (11). Then the primary goal was the survival of the patient, the avoidance of ketosis and coma, very literally, and to restore in the short and middle term perspective the physical and mental strength to the patient, so that he or she was enabled to resume at least parts of the life lead before being stricken by diabetes (11, 12). The goal of clinical treatment is very much the same today, with the addition of keeping the levels of blood glucose at or near normal levels in order to avoid the gruesome long term complications now well known to threaten the well-being and even survival of the patient in the long term perspective. As has been mentioned the development of these long term complications are now well known to be closely related to the levels of plasma glucose over time (39, 265). It has become evident the past decades that the nearer normal the mean levels of glucose are over time, the lower is the proportion of patients on group level that acquire the vascular complications (32, 278, 279).

HbA1c

It is quite unique for a disease, as is the case with diabetes, to have a marker that allows the patients themselves and the care givers to closely monitor and evaluate how the levels of plasma glucose have been for a number of weeks back. This is the case with HbA1c as a marker of glycemic control in diabetes, and work is still ongoing to improve these means (280). With repeated measures of HbA1c it is possible to estimate the over all success or failure of the whole combination of treatment of a special patient. With this knowledge the advice and care offered to each patient can be individualised, regarding both recommendations of diet and physical exercise, as well as regarding relations to psychological and psychosocial stress, and, not least, suitable glucose lowering pharmacological treatment. The measure HbA1c can be used not only to aim at lowering levels in young patients to avoid future complications, but also to identify elderly patients with frequent low glucose levels and increased safety risks, ie hypoglycemia, to enable adjustments
of treatment (281). Recently a worldwide transition to harmonized HbA1c measurements has commenced, and Sweden joined this in the fall of 2010. The new standard is called IFCC, and there is a web-based site where figures can be easily converted from the previously most used method in Sweden, Mono-S, to the new IFCC values, HbA1c.nu.

**HbA1c in research**

Last but not least, HbA1c is a very valuable parameter in research, both treatment trials and other kinds of research (39). In order to be able to compare the results of different studies it is necessary to have universal measurements of HbA1c. This has not been the case, but algorithms have been developed for overcoming this, and conversion to DCCT-standard (as in the DCCT trial) has been praxis, and algorithms for this developed (282). In the future however, also in research articles from now on the IFCC standard HbA1c values will be used.
Interventions in autoimmune diabetes

Prevention studies

It has only been realistic to identify about 10% of those affected by autoimmune, or type 1 diabetes, namely is those with type 1 in a first degree relative, or several affected in the family (213). Also type 1 was mostly regarded as a juvenile disorder, so preventive measures have been focused on the groups of relatives of young patients with T1D that could be identified, and who were also motivated to participate in prevention trials, in relation to the size of their risk (50). Without success some large intervention trials in populations have also been conducted, as the END-IT, a multicenter trial of Nicotinamide to school children in Europe, aiming to reduce the proportion affected by type 1 diabetes (181, 283).

Early intervention studies

Since about 90% of the affected by type 1 diabetes do not have close relatives with the disease, and have not been possible to identify, and there is still no known intervention that could change the course of the development of the disease, for decades there have been trials of interventions that are initiated at or shortly after the onset of T1D, parallel with the necessary insulin treatment (181, 217).

After the identification of islet autoantibodies in the mid 1970:s confirmed the autoimmune basis of type 1, trials of non-specific immunomodulating agents such as prednisone, and especially cyclosporine were conducted. Some effect could be demonstrated on beta cell function, but it was not long lasting, but ended when the therapy was ended, and the side effects in this situation were considered not acceptable (181, 263).

In the 1990:s focus moved to the adult LADA group which was identified as a suitable group for trying out interventions in autoimmune diabetes (22). The reasons for this were not only that it seemed more ethical to try a new intervention
in adults in general, before conducting trials in children, but also the fact that adults have been demonstrated to usually have larger remaining beta cells masses and functions at the time of diagnosis, both in classical type 1 diabetes, and in LADA (242, 261).

**Studies from Japan**

A lot of interest and research regarding autoimmune diabetes has come from Japan, despite the lower incidence rates of type 1 diabetes reported in children. The large size of the population means still many are affected. Type 2 diabetes affects many Japanese today (143). In early studies of NOD mice, rodents genetically designed to develop autoimmune diabetes, it was demonstrated that treatment with insulin could delay or postpone the development of diabetes (108, 244). Further it was demonstrated in a pilot study published in 1996 by Kobayashi that small doses of sc insulin to ten LADA patients achieved the same in humans (245). Later the Tokyo Study (TTS) was initiated (284).

After the pilot study by Kobayashi 1996, the first reports of treatment trials in LADA, especially designed for LADA patients, were the preliminary reports from the Tokyo Study (TTS) in 2002 and 2003, indicating that treatment with insulin was more favourable than SU (284, 285). Insulin was not only a means of keeping down glucose levels, which might lead to down regulation of the immune attack on the beta cells by way of so called beta cell rest (181). With other substances, with some side effects, such as diazoxide, beta cell rest has been demonstrated to have favourable effects on the preservation of beta cell function in newly diagnosed young T1D patients and children (248, 286). Insulin has also been described to have directly immunomodulating properties (181).

**A Cochrane review**

In 2007 a Cochrane review of treatment in LADA was published (24). Of the studies screened only 8 could fulfill the inclusion criteria. It was really only the Kobayashi pilot trial, the preliminary data from TTS and a Chinese small intervention study that were randomised trials designed for LADA patients. One of the studies was UKPDS, of newly diagnosed type 2 patients randomised to insulin vs SU, and where antibodies had been analysed along the way (200). Another was a Swedish study of type 2 patients investigating the effect of removal of SU (287), and one was a phase II GAD vaccination study (288). The general conclusions were that the definitions of LADA differed and the heterogeneity between studies made any conclusions unsure, that it might be that SU should be avoided but from the evidence available it was not possible to recommend any other treatment before the rest (24). The final result of TTS was published in 2008 (52).
Body Mass Index – BMI and Obesity

BMI as risk factor and obesity epidemic

Obesity is a well known risk factor for diabetes, especially type 2 diabetes (289). That there are close relations between body weight, and build, and diabetes control, was well known already early in the 20th century, when it was observed that substantial weight loss might ameliorate diabetes, if it was not of the insulin-dependent-for-survival-type (11). It was noted during the World Wars in Europe, when food was scarce and there were years of rationing, that the incidence of diabetes declined, something that was later documented in Norway (84). The influence of weight and possibility of weight management for treatment was mentioned in the 1980 WHO recommendations regarding diabetes (63).

Besides description of a diabetes epidemic in the later parts of the 20th Century and into the 21st Century, an epidemic of obesity is also described, and that the appearance of the two are parallel, with obesity preceding diabetes (33, 176, 290). The term Diabesity has even been coined to describe the phenomenon (46). The causes are mainly attributed to the more sedentary Western lifestyle spreading not only within Western countries, but also increasingly to and within the developing parts of the world (46, 88, 290).

The epidemics of obesity and diabetes are also reported to occur in both adolescents and children. The pediatric epidemic was first observed and described in the US, but reports have then accumulated from many parts of the world, as Europe, Australia and New Zealand, and Asia (176, 291-294). If young people are affected by diabetes, and now type 2 diabetes, at earlier stages in life, the time they are affected by hyperglycemia and its negative effects increases, and complications will develop earlier as well. This is already seen, as in Australia (68).
Even if obesity is not the only risk factor for developing type 2 diabetes, it is an independent and important one, and when examining a population of patients with newly diagnosed diabetes it is strongly indicated to include measurement of BMI, both for the information per se, and to create possibilities to relate it to other factors of interest (214, 295).

**Measurements of body weight and obesity**

Normal weight in adults varies with sex, height and age, but instead of using complicated tables of criteria, overweight and obesity are recommended to be estimated by BMI, body mass index, in kg/m². This is the established measurement recommended for overweight and obesity by WHO. It is easily obtained and relatively reliable (296). Later measurements of waist hip ratio (WHR) and waist circumference (WC), have been demonstrated to sometimes correlate even better to cardiovascular risk. The correlation between BMI and WC regarding association with incident diabetes is however very good (297).

In all our studies the measurements of weight and height for BMI were recorded by a nurse, at the PHCC:s and hospitals, and not self reported, in order to increase the objectivity of the measurements.
Autoimmunity and autoimmune diseases

Autoimmunity in general

It was recognized in the early 1900s that our body’s defence mechanisms could recognize organs or tissues as foreign, and use their usual program to attack and destroy them. This was met with scepticism until in the 1950s antinuclear (ANA) and anti-thyroid antibodies were demonstrated in patients with SLE and thyroiditis, and the concept of “autoimmunity” was accepted, auto meaning “self” (298). Autoimmune diseases (AD) are a heterogeneous group of diseases in which an adaptive immune response against self antigens causes damage to an organ or tissue (299). AD are characterised by an infiltration of the target organ with mononuclear cells (181). A core issue is whether cytotoxicity or apoptosis are most responsible for the cell death occurring in autoimmunity (300). The cytotoxicity is described to be either direct by autoreactive CD8+ T-cells, or by indirect cytotoxic mechanisms via proinflammatory cytokines from the infiltrating cells. Abnormal antibody production is the basis of specific endocrine diseases. The deranged immune system produces autoantibodies that react with the target organs at different levels, but usually at the receptor, where they can act on different levels of the hormone producing cell systems (301).

The beliefs have varied from time to other as to whether the so called autoantibodies are causative factors in the development of autoimmune diseases, or merely markers of the on-going process(es). From a belief of causation the perspective has developed more towards a marker perspective (181), but it may be that the last of this is not yet known.

Autoimmune diseases

Autoimmune diseases as a group represent a diverse collection of diseases in terms of demographic profile and primary clinical manifestations. The commonality between them, however, is the damage to tissues and organs that arises from the response to self-antigens (299). Epidemiological studies have shown that genetic
as well as environmental factors trigger the development of autoimmune diseases. The genetic susceptibility alone would not be sufficient for disease expression (181). There is evidence of some common genetic and environmental risk factors across diseases. Autoimmune diseases are generally thought of as being relatively rare, but their effects on mortality and morbidity are quite high (299). Autoimmune diseases are among the leading causes of death among young women in ages below 65 years, at least in the United States (302). They are reported to affect at least 3-5% of the populations in Western countries (300).

Endocrine autoimmune diseases can be roughly divided into cell- and humoral-mediated diseases. Cell-mediated, or organ-specific, autoimmune disorders include type 1 diabetes, which is in many ways the best known, and the “model” of these diseases, and many believe that if the answer to how an islet beta cell is destroyed all the other tissues affected in other autoimmune diseases will benefit as well (181, 298).

The more common autoimmune diseases
The autoimmune diseases discussed in this thesis, and related autoantibodies, are listed in table 4. Other autoimmune disorders with loose associations to other autoimmune conditions are vitiligo of the skin, ulcerative colitis, Crohn’s disease, Myasthenia Gravis, vasculitides, and others.

Autoimmune polyglandular syndromes
The names are given to some common combinations of AD. The most common combinations are Autoimmune Thyroid disease (ATD) + Pernicious Anemia (PA). The next is T1D + ATD +/- PA. These, in combinations or one each, together with primary adrenal insufficiency (PAI) is not very common, but among T1D it occurs in 1-2% (303). On the other hand up to 40% of those with PAI are also affected, sooner or later, by T1D. Another common combination, is T1D + Celiac disease. This is perhaps the most frequently examined association of T1D and AD, especially in children, where it has been examined in many countries, but also in adults (304, 305). In adults some large studies regarding connections between T1D and PA have been conducted in Belgium, where up to 20% of T1D patients were positive (306).

The rarest combinations are those associated with the so-called APS I, with debut usually in the first two decades of life, and especially three unusual manifestations: chronic mucocandidiasis, hypoparathyroidism (hypocalcemia), and primary adrenal insufficiency. Alopecia is not uncommon, but they seldom have T1D (307). APS 1 is an inherited autosomal recessive disorder (308).
APS II is the most common of the APS. It is diagnosed when at least two of the following three are present: Autoimmune thyroid disease, Type 1 diabetes and primary adrenal insufficiency. Other potentially related disorders are: celiac disease, pernicious anemia, alopecia, vitiligo, serositis, hypogonadism, myasthenia gravis. Some authors have attempted to subdivide APS II into APS II and APS III, depending on which combinations of AD are present. However little information or further understanding is gained from this (308).

Epidemiology of Autoimmune diseases
In a recent summary the estimated incidences of autoimmune diseases other than T1D (all per 100 000 and year) varied from less than 1 per 100 000 person-years (e.g autoimmune primary adrenal insufficiency, PAI,=Addison’s disease, chronic active (autoimmune) hepatitis, CAH and myasthenia gravis) to more than 20 per 100 000 and person-years (Adult-onset Rheumatoid Arthritis, age >16 yrs 23.7, and Thyroiditis/Hypothyroidism, age>19 yrs 21.8 (299). Adding Graves disease/ Hyperthyroidism, 13.9, means a yearly incidence of 35.7 for autoimmune thyroid disease (ATD). The prevalences of the different diseases are also affected by their different tendency for chronicity, leading to great differences in the prevalences.

Autoimmune disease and type 1 diabetes
It is well known that autoimmune type 1 diabetes is associated with increased frequencies of a number of other autoimmune conditions (309). Actually as soon as one other such condition is present, some call it an APS (see above, type II). There have been many investigations examining these interrelationships. We did not attempt to draw a complete map of diabetes related autoimmune conditions. Our aim was to examine if there were increased prevalence of antibodies ordinarily related to inflammatory rheumatic diseases, or vascular antibodies also implicated in vascular disease. The reasons were an impression that musculoskeletal disorders seemed common among the patients, that there were some with concomitant rheumatic disease, and that most investigations have focused on either presence of antibodies or clinical conditions (310, 311). Both musculoskeletal disorders (MSD) and hepatogastric conditions, apart from celiac disease, receive a lot less attention than other complications of diabetes in clinical practice.
Complications of diabetes

Complications in general

If the patient survives the short term perspective the real challenge and threat of the disease of diabetes are the long term complications. The most common complications of T1D usually described are the microvascular retinopathy, nephropathy and neuropathy (41). Also common are macrovascular complications such as myocardial infarction, stroke and peripheral arterial insufficiency. Retinopathy has long been identified as the most common complication. Only a few decades ago blindness was not an unusual consequence of type 1 diabetes (45). Also the other most feared, lethal, complication of nephropathy, has declined in prevalence (312). Both improvements are associated with improvements in the treatment. Increasing numbers of injections of insulin per day, and development of the insulins and insulin treatment, have enabled patients to keep a tighter control of their glucose levels (312). The DCCT (the Diabetes Control and Complications Trial) landmark study first clearly demonstrated the connection between more intensive insulin treatment, and lower levels of HbA1c, and lower prevalences of a number of complications (32, 313). As a consequence also mortality in general has declined in type 1 diabetes (283), but despite this there is still quite an excess mortality, in young persons with diabetes, even in societies with excellent health care-systems (19, 108, 283).

Complications from the connective tissues – musculoskeletal disorders

Besides the life threatening complications also other less serious ones occur in the long term, as from the musculoskeletal system, or connective tissues. The most common of these musculoskeletal disorders (MSD), are limited joint mobility (LJM), flexor tenosynovitis (FTS) and shoulder capsulitis (SC). MSD from the upper extremity are described to be most common (314), (315, 316).

Rheumatology and diabetes – common ground?

While complications from the connective tissues in diabetes are being increasingly recognized (317, 318), the field of rheumatology has developed, regarding diagnostic possibilities with a number of antibody assays, and the especially regarding treatment
possibilities. The last decade new so-called DMARDS (Disease Modifying Anti Rheumatic Drugs) that are directly immunomodulationg, the TNF-α-blockers, have come into clinical use (319).

Complications and autoimmune conditions of the gastrointestinal system

Complications from the gastrointestinal system have also been increasingly re- cognized. These include a number of problems and symptoms, from diarrhea to obstipation, some related to gastric neuropathy, gastroparesis and decreased mobility of the intestines, but also connections with autoimmune conditions such as celiac disease and pernicious anemia (320-324). Type 1 diabetes is mentioned to be connected to autoimmune hepatitis, but there are not many investigations in that area (325).

Vascular conditions and antibodies, including ACL and ANCA

Anticardiolipin antibodies are a type of autoantibodies directed to antiphospholipid autoantigens. Clinically they have been related to both arterial and venous thrombo- embolism, and also to recurrent pregnancy loss (326). The conditions, and corre- sponding antibodies, occur either as a separate syndrome, the antiphospholipid syn- drome, APS, or related to systemic lupus erythematosus, SLE (327). Since ACL are related to vascular pathologic conditions, and many complications of diabetes are vascular, a few investigators have studied the prevalence of ACL in groups of patients with diabetes, to search for possible associations. It has been associated with retino- pathy and with diabetic foot ulcers (328), (329). There have been a few reports of ANCA in association with diabetes, suggesting they might be associated with vascular complications (330).

Complications of pregnancy

Complications of pregnancy, such as preeclampsia, are more common in women with diabetes than in the general population (331). One study has described an association between ACL and complications of pregnancy in type 1 diabetes (332).
Long duration of type 1 diabetes

Autoimmunity after long duration of type 1 diabetes

There are a number of studies of the prevalences of different antibodies at and after the time of diagnosis of diabetes (103, 188, 333) but the conditions after long duration of type 1 diabetes are less known.

Residual C-peptide and complications

Most patients affected by type 1 diabetes lose all measurable C-peptide within 1-3 years from time of diagnosis of diabetes (103, 226, 261). In the DCCT it was demonstrated that even small remaining amounts of C-peptide production could be beneficial, as it was associated with lower frequency of retinopathy, and of hypoglycemia (30). Hypoglycemia is the main obstacle when trying to achieve a near normal level of glycemic control, in the treatment of insulin dependent diabetes, especially autoimmune diabetes where also part of the counterregulatory system, with glucagon from the alpha cells of the pancreatic islets, are affected by the autoimmune process (256).
The objectives of this work was

- To prospectively estimate the incidence of diabetes, type 1 and type 2, applying modern criteria for diagnosis and classification, in the defined population of our region, the county of Kronoberg, primarily in all adult ages, 18-100 years, and with retrospective data from the childhood groups for comparison.

- To describe the levels of C-peptide and BMI and their relationship to antibody status and age, and their accuracy as tools for classification of diabetes type, in adults of all ages, 18-100 years, at diagnosis of diabetes, in a defined population.

- To evaluate if early introduction of insulin treatment to patients with LADA, Latent Autoimmune Diabetes in Adults, lead to better preservation of beta cell-function or metabolic control, compared to conventional treatment.

- To describe the prevalence of pancreatic and other autoantibodies and corresponding clinical conditions and complications, and their relation to residual C-peptide, in patients with long duration of type 1 diabetes.
Methods

Subjects and population, and ethical issues

Health Care Organisation
In order to receive a true estimate of the incidence we studied the incidence of diabetes in the whole population of Kronoberg. All the 25 public health care centers (PHCC) participated and the two hospitals, Växjö Central Hospital and Ljungby Community Hospital, in the region of Kronoberg participated. At the time of the data collection private practices were very scarce and small in Kronoberg. The practices that might diagnose diabetes were contacted and agreed to participate, but reported no new cases during the study period.

Population at risk
The population at risk equalled the population of Kronoberg County. Statistical figures of all inhabitants, age-groups and sex, were collected from the Kronoberg Regional Administration, who keep continuous, yearly census. Figures for the four years of the study period were obtained, and means of the four years were used as denominators in the calculations of incidences. Figures were also divided into age groups, and sex groups, where relevant. The mean population of Kronoberg was 177 102 inhabitants during the study period. The mean adult population aged 18-100 years was 138 192 inhabitants. The variations between the years was small.

The method of opportunistic screening (334, 335) was applied meaning that all adult patients were tested during routine or acute contact with the medical care system, irrespective of reason for consulting.

Geographical considerations
Kronoberg is situated in a forest belt in Southern Sweden, with the two largest communities being Växjö, with 60 000 inhabitants, and Ljungby with 15 000 inhabitants. The rest of the population mainly lives in small rural communities.
Age distribution of the population

Kronoberg is known to have among the oldest populations in Sweden, only surpassed by the county of Halland (situated directly west of Kronoberg). A comparison was therefore made with the whole population of Sweden at the time of the study, but there were no significant differences to be found between the age distribution of the two populations, and in this respect our data ought to be representative for Sweden. It is possible that comparison with only the three largest cities in Sweden might show differences, since they may have slightly younger populations, but with Sweden as a whole, there was no difference.

Our aim was to investigate the situation for adults, but after presenting data at an international meeting questions of comparisons with the pediatric age groups were raised, and for this purpose data from age groups 0-17 years could be included retrospectively, since there is only one pediatric department in Kronoberg where all pediatric cases of diabetes are known and treated. Combined with the thorough control in the Swedish society with unique personal registration numbers, at the time practically only public schools, where school health care is provided by the same pediatric department, and a national mortality register vouches for 100% ascertainment in that group.

Patients

The main incidence study was conducted during three years, from May 1st 1998 to April 31st 2001. All adult patients with a new diagnosis of diabetes in Kronoberg, in all the health care centers and at the departments of Internal Medicine in the two hospitals, were registered. Patients who receive a diagnosis of diabetes in any other department are automatically referred to either the departments of internal medicine, or a primary health care center.

All new cases of diabetes mellitus aged 18 yrs or older (excluding secondary and gestational) were registered. (Study I and II).

For Study III patients were recruited from those being positive to one or both of the antibodies ICA and/or GADA among the newly diagnosed in the Kronoberg area during the incidence registration for study I. Simultaneously, the Diabetes Laboratory at BMC, Lund was, and still is, offering to perform analyses of antibodies and C-peptide for better classification of diabetes to the health care facilities in the greater Lund region, and recruitment had started there. Patients
were offered to come for a screening visit to the main research centers in Lund or Växjö for further information and evaluation of exclusion and inclusion criteria.

For Study IV the patients were all recruited from those attending the outpatient Diabetes policlinic of the Department of Internal Medicine at the Central Hospital of Växjö, a secondary institution were almost all adult type 1 patients, aged ≥ 18 years, in the larger eastern part of Kronoberg are treated. All were aged 19-31 years at the time of data collection. Prevalences of antibodies and clinical complications were compared between those with shorter (3-10 yrs), intermediate (11-20 yrs) and long duration of type 1 diabetes.

**Ethical issues**

All the studies were approved by the Ethical committee of the Medical Faculty of Lund University. All patients received oral and written information regarding the studies, and provided informed consent. The studies were all performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

**Collection of data**

Blood samples were collected from 1626 of the 1666 newly diagnosed patients, 97.6%, either fasting or non-fasting, but with information of which, for further analysis. All blood analyses were centrally analysed at the Diabetes Laboratory, BMC, Lund University Hospital.

A questionnaire with clinical data was filled out by the treating physician or diabetes specialist nurse. This included body measurements, information regarding present and previous cardiovascular disease and/or risk factors, and some socio-economic information. The first three blood glucose measurements responsible for the diagnosis of diabetes were also recorded. (Study I and II)

Medical charts were reviewed for adults classified as type 1 to evaluate presence of acidosis and/or ketonuria, and of insulin treatment from onset, defined as within 4 weeks of diagnosis of diabetes. (Study I).

Data regarding the newly diagnosed 0-17-yr-olds was obtained retrospectively from the Pediatric Department. Some but not all children and adolescents had been tested for antibodies and C-peptide. (Study I)
The patients in the LADA study attended initial and yearly visits at the main research departments (Växjö and Lund) and many were followed there also for the regular follow-up visits every three months, with collection of blood samples and anthropometric data, and information regarding adverse events and decisions of changes in treatment. Those who were not followed at the main centers continued at their health care center, and came for yearly visits including glucagon tests for collection of samples of stimulated C-peptide. (Study III).

Blood samples for analysis of C-peptide and autoantibodies were collected, non-fasting, so C-peptide measurements are random, RCP, at regular visits for ordinary surveillance of diabetes at the out patient polyclinic. Clinical information was collected by chart review. (Study IV).

**Anthropometric measurements**
Measurements for height and weight for calculation of BMI were taken and recorded by a nurse, and not self reported by the patients. Age was calculated by subtracting the date of diagnosis from date of birth.

**Diagnosis and classification of diabetes, and study designs**

**Diagnosis of diabetes**
Diabetes was diagnosed according to WHO/ADA criteria if FPG was $\geq 7.0$ mmol/L (equal to fasting blood glucose, FBG, $\geq 6.1$ mmol/L, $\geq 126$ mg/dl) at least twice, or if any random value was $\geq 12.2$ (capillary) or $\geq 11.1$ (venous) mmol/L (equal to FBG $\geq 11.1$ mmol/L, $\geq 200$ mg/dl) (64, 194). If the diagnosis was not confirmed by further testing, they were not included in the study. These cases were very few compared to those included. (Study I, II, II).

**Classification of diabetes**
Patients positive to any of the antibodies ICA or GADA, or with a C-peptide value $< 0.25$ nmol/L were classified as type 1 diabetes, the last criteria only used in study 1. Patients without antibodies and with C-peptide $\geq 0.25$ nmol/L were classified as type 2 diabetes (64). (Study I).

In study II the classification grounds were autoimmune or non-autoimmune diabetes. Those positive to any of ICA and/or GADA were designated auto-immune, and the rest non-autoimmune patients with diabetes (221).
In study III only autoimmune patients were eligible for screening. Adult patients, aged \( \geq 18 \) years, positive to at least one of GADA and/or ICA, and not insulin-dependent at the time of diagnosis of diabetes were eligible, that is they were classified as LADA patients (221).

In study IV all the patients had received their diagnosis of diabetes \( \geq 3 \) years before study entrance, many several years back, and at the Pediatric department, and when other diagnostic criteria for blood glucose levels were used (2), but all were treated with insulin in multiple doses since \( \geq 3 \) years, most had no residual C-peptide, and they were all dependent on insulin for survival.

**Study designs**

The incidence study is a large, prospective, population-based cohort study with a high degree of ascertainment. It was performed during three consecutive years to avoid influence of particular conditions related to a calendar year, and also to increase the number of affected during the study period. (Study I and II).

Study IV is a retrospective cohort study, but of a smaller, defined group.

Study III was in practice an open randomized parallel controlled intervention study, with follow-up for three years. The intention was to randomize all the patients according to a prearranged system with preprepared closed envelopes in blocks of 8, and the majority of the patients were, but strict randomization was not possible because some patients simply refused insulin treatment before it was necessary. They were referred to the control group.

**Intervention, outcome measures and adverse events**

**Intervention**

The effect of early insulin treatment, (Intervention group, I) compared to treatment with diet only, or diet + oral hypoglycaemic agents, OHA, and insulin only when clinically indicated, that is “usual care” (Control group, C), on residual beta-cell function, measured by glucagon-stimulated C-peptide, and metabolic control,
HbA1c, was investigated in LADA patients during the first three years after diagnosis of diabetes. All patients were screened at one of the two main research departments either at Lund University Hospital, or Växjö Central Hospital, but thereafter they could either have their regular 3-monthly visits including blood samples for analysis of HbA1c, C-peptide and autoantibodies, and evaluation of treatment, at their primary health care center, or at one of the research departments. All patients were evaluated at one of the two main centers, including with glucagon stimulation tests for GCP, at baseline, and after 12, 24 and 36 months. (Study III).

Outcome measures and adverse events

The primary outcome variables were residual beta cell function, measured by glucagon-stimulated C-peptide, GCP, and metabolic control, evaluated by HbA1c, after 12, 24 and 36 months. Secondary outcome variables were adverse events in the form of major hypoglycemic events, defined as plasma glucose < 3.0 mmol/l or the need of another person to resolve it, and weight change during the study period. (Study III.)

Laboratory methods

Plasma glucose

At the primary health care centers capillary blood was analysed using the HemoCue Glucose System (HemoCue AB, Angelholm, Sweden) and at the hospital departments blood glucose was checked by venous sample. All pathological values were confirmed by further testing meaning several PG samples, fasting and not fasting. At the time of the incidence study blood glucose values were used in Sweden, and then plasma glucose was introduced. Initially, as in Paper I we gave both values, and the mg/dl, but in the later work all the glucose values are given as plasma glucose. (Study I, II, III, IV)

C-peptide analyses

C-peptide was analysed by radioimmunoassay using a commercial kit (MD315, Euro-Diagnostica AB, Malmö, Sweden). Total variation (sum of intra and interassay variation) was 7%, reference range 0.25-1.0 nmol/L, detection limit 0.13 nmol/L. All C-peptide analyses were performed at one and the same central laboratory at the Department of Clinical Chemistry, Lund University Hospital, Lund, in cooperation with ass prof Anders Isaksson. (Studies I, II, III, IV).
Analyses of pancreatic autoantibodies ICA and GADA

Islet cell antibodies, ICA, were analysed with an immunofluorescence assay (the detection limit was 9 JDF-U, sensitivity 100% and specificity 88%). Glutamic acid decarboxylase antibodies, GADA, were analysed with a radioimmunoprecipitation assay, (the lower reference limit was an index of 0.08 corresponding to 21.2 WHO-U/ml, sensitivity 70% and specificity 100%. Both analyses were standardized according to the Diabetes Antibody Standardization Program (187, 336). (Study I, II, III, IV.) All the ICA and GADA analyses were performed centrally at the Diabetes Laboratory, BMC, Lund.

Analyses of other autoantibodies

The rest of the autoantibodies were analysed at the Department of Clinical Microbiology at the Central Hospital in Växjö, in collaboration with Professor Gunnar Kahlmeter.

The non-pancreatic autoantibodies that were analysed were: RF, rheumatic factor (with particle agglutination), ANA (antinuclear ab) and ACL (anticardiolipin ab). dsDNA ab or ENA-screen (screens for more unusual rheumatic antibodies such as SS-A, SS-B, Jo-1, Sm-ag, RNP, anti-Scl-70 related to less common such conditions), CCP, AGA, EMA, TTG, APA, TPO, AMA, SMA, and ANCA (MPO- + PR3-).

The other methods were: For ANA, dsDNA, SMA, AMA, APA, EMA indirect immunofluorescence. For AGA, ACL, ENA and TPO enzyme immuno assay. TTG were analysed with an enzyme immuno assay (QuantaLite h-TG ELISA, Inova) and CCP Immunoscan CCPplus, Eurodiagnostica); MPO + PR3hs ANCA (Alegria, Orgentec).

HbA1c analysis and standardization

HbA1c was analysed by the Mono-S method. All HbA1c values have then been converted to DCCT standard (Study III) and DCCT + IFCC standard (Study IV) (282). The DCCT standard HbA1c values are about 1% higher than the Mono S values we have been used to see in Sweden.
Statistical methods

In all studies unless otherwise mentioned

- Incidences were calculated assuming a binomial distribution. Given incidences are per 100,000 inhabitants and year (63). The incidence data are presented as raw data, but also standardized to the age distribution of the world population (337). A comparison was made between the populations of Kronoberg, and of all of Sweden, since the Kronoberg population is known to be one of the eldest in Sweden, but there were no significant differences between the two populations. (Study I).

- Normally distributed descriptive data are given as either mean ± SD, non-normally distributed as median values and range, sometimes for clarity and where clinically relevant substituted by minimum and maximum values.

- For normally distributed data differences between groups were calculated by Student’s T-test, or X². For non-normally distributed data comparisons between groups were calculated using the non-parametric Kruskall-Wallis and the Mann-Whitney U-test. When multiple comparisons were done correction according to Bonferroni was performed (Study II).

- For comparisons of C-peptide levels and HbA1c, considering the baseline values in study III, one way ANOVA was performed. (Study III).

- A number of simple and multiple linear and logistic regression models were applied, usually when applicable first forward, then backward Wald.

- P-values <0.05 were considered significant, and all tests were two-sided. All given confidence intervals (CI) are 95%.

- Stratification: For comparisons of different age groups the patients were stratified into ten year age groups, and for comparisons between different BMI groups the classical groups defining underweight BMI ≥ 20; normal weight BMI ≥ 20 < 25; overweight BMI ≥ 25 < 30; obese ≥ 30 < 35; and gravely obese ≥ 35 kg/m² were used. (Study II).
For comparison of sensitivity and specificity of different parameters as diagnostic tools receiver operator characteristic curves, ROC, analysis were performed. (Study II).

Statistical analyses were carried out with SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, Chicago, Illinois), version 13.0 (Study I), and version 17. (Studies II, III and IV).
Results

Incidences

A mean of 555 (range 530-578) new adults were diagnosed with diabetes in Kronoberg each year. The incidence of all diabetes was 402 (CI 399-404) new patients /100 000 and year, 27.1 with type 1, and 378 with type 2 diabetes. During the 3 years a total of 1666 new diabetes patients were registered, and 1630 of them, 97.8% left blood samples for classification of diabetes type. For incidences per age group and sex see Table 1 in Paper I. As a second source for ascertainment of the adult cases electronic records of the two ophthalmology departments, + their data base of diabetes patients, were checked, and a contact was verified for 98% of the 97% of the adult patients still alive at the time of this control after a few years from initial registration. Of the missing 3% 2% were deceased by then, and 1% had moved away from Kronoberg.

Type 1 diabetes

Age

The incidence of type 1 diabetes was 27.1 (25.6-27.4) in adults, and peaked twice, in ages 0-9 years and in ages 50-80 years (Figure 2). Incidences in ages above 50 years did not in any decade differ from those in the 0-9-yr-olds. Incidences in age groups 20-49 years were lower than in the 0-9-yr-olds, (p0.09-< 0.001). Median age at diagnosis was 57.0 years in the adults, and of all type 1 patients in ages 0-100 years 57% (91/161) were diagnosed above age 40 years, of the adults aged 20-100 years it was 83% (91/109).

Children and Adolescents aged 0-19 years

Incidence in the age group 5-9 years was significantly higher than in 0-4, 10-14 and 15-19-yr-olds. Of the children and adolescents 92.5% (49/53) were diagnosed with type 1 diabetes.

Gender

There were no significant sex differences in incidences of type 1 diabetes within the whole adult population of Kronoberg, and neither in the whole pediatric
population aged 0-19 years. There were some smaller sex differences in the pediatric subgroups, but not within any of the adult age subgroups (Paper I).

**Figure 2. Incidence of Type 1 diabetes in Kronoberg**

![Incidence of Type 1 diabetes in Kronoberg](image-url)
Early insulin treatment in adults with new onset type 1 diabetes

Figure 3. Ground for diagnosis of Type 1 diabetes

Figure 4. Age distribution of new onset type 1 with early insulin treatment
Type 2 diabetes

Age
The incidence of type 2 diabetes peaked in ages 65-85 years, and increased with age from 20 to 80 years (p < 0.001), with no further increases in ages above 80 years. Median age at diagnosis of type 2 diabetes in the adults was 67.0 years. Of all those with new type 2 diabetes 96% were diagnosed above age 40 years.

Children and Adolescents aged 0-19 years
Only 4 children, 8%, all aged 10-14 years, were diagnosed with type 2 diabetes in Kronoberg during the 3 years of the study.

Gender
The incidence of type 2 diabetes was 16% higher for males in all age groups above age 40 years (p<0.001). Two boys and 2 girls had type 2 diabetes.

Figure 5. Incidence of Type 2 diabetes in Kronoberg
Autoimmunity related to beta cells

Autoimmunity at the time for diagnosis of diabetes – Adults
Of all the adult patients 6.2% were positive for at least one of the antibodies ICA or GADA. Of these 90% were positive for GADA, 71% for ICA, and 61% for both antibodies. Only GADA had 29% and only ICA had 10%.

The majority of the Ab⁺ subjects were both GADA⁺ and ICA⁺, Figure 7A+B. The Ab⁺ proportion of newly diagnosed subjects was highest in the adult age groups below 60 years, with peak in the 20-29-yr-olds, Figure 7A. The proportion of Ab⁺ subjects among newly diagnosed was 3-5% in ages 60-100 years. The proportion of newly diagnosed Ab⁺ decreased with age, but the absolute numbers of Ab⁺ subjects was higher in the 50-80-yr-olds than in the younger age-groups, Figure 7B.

Autoimmunity at the time for diagnosis of diabetes — Children and Adolescents
Some but not all children and adolescents had been tested for antibodies and C-peptide. All four diagnosed as type 2 diabetes were negative for GADA and IA-2A.
Antibody positivity in % by age group in adults with newly diagnosed diabetes

Figure 7 A.

Antibody positivity by age in absolute numbers of newly diagnosed adults with diabetes

Figure 7 B.

Figures 7 A+B. Prevalence of antibodies per age-group in percent (7A) and absolute numbers (7B) in adults with newly diagnosed diabetes.
Autoimmunity related to BMI

When BMI was $\leq 20$ kg/m$^2$ 15-20% were positive to at least one antibody, at BMI 20-25 5-7% were positive, and at BMI $\geq 25$ less than 5% were positive.

Aspects related to autoimmunity – Acidosis, ketonuria and insulin treatment at onset

Acidosis / ketonuria

Of the patients diagnosed as type 1 diabetes the status regarding ketoacidosis and ketonuria was only known for 60%, by retrospective chart review. Of those 15% presented with documented ketoacidosis, and 60% with ketonuria (at least +2 of 3). It can be assumed however, that those whose charts were not available had only been to a PHCC, and not to hospital, for all the hospital records were available, but not all PHCC records retrospectively, due to a change to electronic records.

Insulin treatment from onset

The status regarding early insulin treatment was known for 84% of the adult patients diagnosed with type 1 diabetes. Of them 46% received early insulin treatment, within four weeks of diagnosis, and could be said to have classical type 1 diabetes. That would with this definition give a percentage of LADA of 54%. Extending the period of being free from insulin treatment to 3 or 6 months would change status for an occasional few patients, but in large not the general rate of about 50/50% classical T1D vs LADA.

Autoimmunity in LADA patients during three year follow-up

At baseline there were no significant differences in the prevalences of either of the three antibodies between the two treatment groups, or between genders, different ages, duration of diabetes before study start, or levels of BMI or HbA1c.

Autoimmunity at baseline

At baseline prevalences of GADA were 94%, of ICA 67%, and 72% had both antibodies. GADA only had 22%, and 6% had only ICA, with no significant differences between the two treatment groups. Of the 32 patients for which IA-2A status was known 7 (22%) were positive, all of them were also positive to GADA, and all but one was positive to ICA. This means that 75% of all were positive to at least two antibodies. At baseline there were no significant differences in the prevalences of either of the three antibodies between the two treatment groups, or
between genders, different ages, duration of diabetes before study start, or levels of BMI or HbA1c.

**Autoimmunity during follow-up**
Most patients kept their antibody status during the three year period of follow-up. There were examples of antibodies lost, and appearing, even coming and going, and a few patients became negative to both antibodies. But the proportions with each type of change were all so small that no figures are given here.

**Titres of autoantibodies**
At baseline mean indexes of GADA were 0.78 (±0.39) in I, in C 0.78 (±0.48) (ns), and mean ICA titres were 29.4 (±40) in I, 72.4 (±119) JDF-U in C (ns). There were no significant differences between the groups in titres of GADA or ICA after 12, 24 or 36 months. The titres of GADA or ICA were not related to patient age, gender, BMI, diabetes duration, treatment or HbA1c at baseline or during follow-up. C-peptide at baseline or 36 months was not influenced by baseline titre of GADA, ICA or IA-2A.

**Pancreatic autoimmunity after long duration of type 1 diabetes**
Prevalence of beta cell specific antibodies are displayed in Figure 8. Of young adults in the third decade of life with duration of type 1 diabetes of 11-20 years 46.2% (6/13) were still ICA+, and 30.8% (4/13) were still GADA+. With disease duration 21-30 years 14% (2/15) were still ICA+, and 20% (3/15) were still GADA+, that is 27% (4/15) were still positive for at least one of the antibodies. There were no significant gender differences regarding the prevalences of pancreatic antibodies.
C-peptide

If not stated otherwise C-peptide is fasting C-peptide, FCP, since in the incidence study 83.5% (1357/1626) of the C-peptide samples were collected fasting, and are the grounds for most of the data, except under Random C-peptide (RCP). Collected random were 16.5% (269) of the samples. (Study I and II).

In the LADA intervention study both FCP and Glucagon stimulated C-peptide, GCP, were collected. GCP values are described, there were no significant differences in the results of FCP compared with GCP in that study (Study III).

All C-peptide values were collected at regular visits, that is random, RCP, in the study of complications and antibodies in patients with type 1 diabetes of long duration (Study IV).

Fasting C-peptide in relation to age, gender and diabetes type at diagnosis of diabetes

In all the fasting subjects with newly diagnosed diabetes mean FCP was 1.36±0.8, range 0.13-8.30 nmol/l, lower than mean RCP (p<0.0001). Mean FCP was significantly lower in the newly diagnosed with autoimmune diabetes, than in the non-autoimmune group, (Table 1A, Paper 2). There were no significant sex differences in mean FCP in the autoimmune, but among the non-autoimmune the women had higher mean FCP, 1.44±0.8 vs 1.36±0.86, (p<0.01), and than the men. The level of FCP increased significantly with age at diagnosis in both non-autoimmune and autoimmune adults with new diabetes, (both p<0.0001), Figure 9. For every one-
one-year increase of age in the newly diagnosed FCP was increased with 0.02 nmol/l in both autoimmune and non-autoimmune diabetes, (both p<0.001); and RCP with 0.02 nmol/l (Ab+ p<0.002; Ab- p<0.001); for trend for increase of FCP per 10-year-age-group p<0.0001 for both diabetes types. For levels of FCP per diagnosis, age and BMI group see Tables 1 and 2, Paper 2 and Figure 9 A+B.

C-peptide in relation to BMI in newly diagnosed diabetes

FCP was increased with 0.04 nmol/l in autoimmune and with 0.03 nmol/l in non-autoimmune new diabetes, (both p<0.001), per 1 kg/m² increase in BMI. The corresponding levels for RCP was 0.05 nmol/l in both new Ab+ and Ab- diabetes, (p<0.03-<0.001). Being Ab+ meant a 0.4 nmol/l lower FCP, or a 0.5 nmol/l lower RCP, at the same levels of age and BMI, compared to the Ab- subjects (p<0.001-0.03). In multiple regression analysis age, BMI and autoimmunity together explained 12% of level of FCP (R² =0.116); and 17% of RCP (R²=0.172, p<0.001). Mean FCP increased with increasing BMI, and BMI-group, and also with age within each BMI-group, especially apparent in Ab- diabetes, Figure 9B. In Ab- diabetes the whole range of C-peptide levels were represented in the newly diagnosed within each BMI-group, Table 2, Paper II, and Figure 9B.

Combined influence of age and BMI on level of C-peptide at diabetes onset

Level of FCP at onset of diabetes was independently influenced by both age and BMI. Their combined influence on level of FCP was greatest in autoimmune diabetes, 40% (R²=0.388), compared to 11 % (R²=0.114) in non-autoimmune diabetes.
Random C-peptide (RCP) at diagnosis of diabetes

In all the non-fasting mean RCP was 1.81±1.2, range 0.13-8.10 nmol/l. Mean RCP differed significantly between new Ab+ vs Ab- diabetes, 0.95±0.25 vs 1.62±0.17 nmol/l, (p<0.01). Women had higher mean RCP, 2.27±1.36 vs 1.75±0.92 nmol/l, than the men (p<0.02). Subjects older than 70 yrs had significantly higher levels of RCP than the 30-59-yr-olds, 1.78-1.92±0.2 compared to 0.93-1.30±0.33-0.17; (p<0.01), otherwise there were no significant differences in RCP between the 10-year-age-groups.
Figure 10. Mean fasting C-peptide per antibody status in newly diagnosed diabetes patients in Kronoberg

C-peptide in relation to autoimmunity at diagnosis of diabetes in adults
Mean FCP levels in those negative to both antibodies were significantly higher than for those positive to both antibodies (p<0.0001; p<0.01 when multiple comparisons), but with correction for multiple comparisons not significantly different from those positive to only one antibody, whether GADA or ICA, and there were no significant differences in levels of C-peptide between any of the Ab+ groups, Figure 10. C-peptide levels in those negative to both antibodies were significantly higher than for those positive to only ICA (p < 0.05), but this lost significance in multiple comparisons. The mean FCP in GADA+ only subjects, 1.09±0.59, was lower than in the Ab-, 1.40±0.78, but the difference did not reach significance, Figure 10 and Table 3, Paper II.

Children and Adolescents
Some but not all children and adolescents had been tested for antibodies and C-peptide. The mean random C-peptide of the four diagnosed as type 2 diabetes was 1.2 nmol/l.

C-peptide the first three years of either intervention with early insulin treatment or conventional treatment in LADA patients
For baseline characteristics of the LADA groups see table 4. Median duration of diabetes at inclusion in the study was 5.0 (quartiles 3.0-9.0) months. In both groups 90% of the patients, 18/20 in I and 15/17 in C, completed 36 months of
follow-up. Four patients withdrew consent. Among the conventionally treated (C) 30% (5/17) started insulin treatment due to clinical necessity within 6-6-12-18-24-30 months.

During follow-up mean C-peptide was 0,75(± 0,51), 0,67(±0,61), 0,61(±0,59) in the early insulin treated and 2,04(± 1,05), 1,46(±0,71), 1,40(±0,93) in the controls. The annual absolute -0,29(±0,37), -0,51(±0,33), -0,64(±0,44), vs 0,47(±1,20), -0,17(±0,63), -0,17(±0,92), and relative 0,39(±0,29), 0,45(±0,38), 0,39(±0,29) vs 0,88(±0,49), 0,95(±0,34), 0,88(±0,49) decrease in C-peptide level was not significantly different between the groups. The only factor significant in logistic regression for a residual C-peptide level of > 0,5 nmol/l after three years was initial C-peptide level, not age, level of HbA1c or treatment.

For levels of glucagon-stimulated C-peptide see figure 11. C-peptide levels were unchanged for four patients, increased by mean 0.73(±0.5) nmol/l for six, and declined for all others during 36 months. Mean glucagon-stimulated C-peptide decreased significantly in both groups during the 36 months (p <0.0001). There was a significant time trend for the decrease in C-peptide of 0.17 nmol/l / year, (p 0.03), over 36 months without any significant difference between the groups. In a repeated-measures-ANOVA with time as covariate, that analyses the changes in C-peptide over time with the levels at baseline taken into account, no differences could be found regarding mean stimulated C-peptide at any time point, although with the Mann-Whitney U-test the difference in C-peptide at baseline, Cp0, was significant, p 0.03. There were large variations in C-peptide levels between different individuals, at all time points, within both the groups, (p <0.0001), explaining all the variation between them, Figure 11 A+B. Cp0 explained 43% of level of C-peptide at 36 months, Cp36, $R^2$ 0.43 (p <0.0001). Furthermore, age was the only other factor that had a weak and non-significant influence on Cp36, explaining about 5% of Cp36, $R^2$ 0.049 (p 0.2). The influence of age was eliminated when included in a multiple regression model. Gender, baseline or end-of-study values of BMI, titres of GADA or ICA, HbA1c or diabetes duration before study start did not influence C-peptide at end-of-study.

The odds ratio (OR) for having a Cp36 ≥ 0.5 nmol/l was 2.4 for every increase in Cp0 with 0.10 nmol/l (p 0.02), and 1.06 for each increase in baseline age by one year, (p= 0.03). If correcting for Cp0 and age, the two factors found to have any influence on Cp36, the insulin treated had a non-significant OR of 2.5 (0.04-184) of having a Cp36 of ≥ 0.5 nmol/l.
The results for levels of fasting C-peptide, (FCP) when comparing the two treatment groups (data not shown) were in accordance with the described results of stimulated C-peptide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Intervention group</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (yrs)</td>
<td>54.1 (± 14.9)</td>
<td>51.0 (± 14.3)</td>
<td>57.8 (± 15.1)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[30-80]</td>
<td>[30-75]</td>
<td>[31 – 80]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender Men (%)</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes duration (months)</td>
<td>5.0 [1 - 24]</td>
<td>6.0 [1.5 - 24]</td>
<td>5.0 [1 - 22]</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>27.8 (± 6.2)</td>
<td>27.0 (± 6.9)</td>
<td>28.7 (± 5.3)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[19.4 - 49.5]</td>
<td>[19.4 - 49.5]</td>
<td>[22.0 - 42.2]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-peptide (nmol/l, stim)</td>
<td>1.45 (± 0.83)</td>
<td>1.2 (± 0.73)</td>
<td>1.7 (± 0.86)</td>
<td>p 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.29 – 3.4]</td>
<td>[0.29 - 3.0]</td>
<td>[0.65-3.4]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HbA1c (%)</td>
<td>7.2 (± 1.3)</td>
<td>7.3 (± 1.3)</td>
<td>7.0 (± 1.3)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[5.2 - 10.1]</td>
<td>[5.6 - 10.1]</td>
<td>[5.2-9.5]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TitreGADA (index, ref &lt;0.08)</td>
<td>0.78 (± 0.43)</td>
<td>0.78 (± 0.39)</td>
<td>0.78 (± 0.48)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.6-1.6]</td>
<td>[0.06 -1.6]</td>
<td>[0.12-1.6]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titre ICA</td>
<td>50.2 (± 89)</td>
<td>29.4 (±40.5)</td>
<td>72.4 (±118)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.0-449]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Baseline characteristics of the LADA groups. Values are mean (± SD) [range], except duration, which is median
Figure 11 A + 11 B

Figure 11 A+ B. C-peptide (nmol/l) for individual LADA subjects, in grey (−), and mean for the group, black (--), at baseline and after 12, 24 and 36 months. The mean decline in C-peptide during the study was the same in both groups, r= 0.174 and r=0.174 (ns).
Levels and frequency of residual C-peptide

Of all the young adults 77.5% had no detectable level of random C-peptide (RCP). Detectable levels were present in 22.5% (9/40), three in each group of diabetes duration.

Mean C-peptide level was 0.05±0.12, range 0.00-0.62 nmol/l, among those with detectable levels 0.22±0.15, range 0.14-0.62.

C-peptide and relations to antibody status and HbA1c

There was no significant difference in pancreatic antibody status between those who had vs did not have any detectable level of C-peptide, it was present in 23% (5/21) of the Ab−, 18% (2/11) in those positive for both antibodies, 33% (2/6) of the only ICA+ and 2/2 of the only GADA+.

Figure 12. Mean and BMI, kg/m², including 95% confidence intervals;
Antibody status did not explain whether C-peptide was detectable or not, ($R^2$ 0.02), nor did C-peptide level ($R^2$ 0.03), and neither did mean HbA1c level ($R^2$ 0.01), all ns.

C-peptide and relation to patient age, age at onset of diabetes and duration of diabetes

Duration of diabetes had a significant influence on level of C-peptide, with 0.004 nmol/l lower per year ($p < 0.03$). Age of onset of diabetes explained 12% of the level of C-peptide ($R^2$ 0.12, $p<0.03$), and diabetes duration explained about 13% of level of C-peptide ($R^2$ 0.13, $p<0.03$). In a multiple regression model including patient age, age of onset of diabetes and duration of diabetes only duration of diabetes remained significantly related to level of C-peptide. There was no relation between C-peptide level and having/not having had surgery for musculoskeletal disorders.

BMI, weight, adverse events and three-group-analysis

BMI at onset of diabetes in adults

Age, Gender, diabetes types

Mean BMI for all was 28.8±5.8, range 15.5-62.6 kg/m². Mean BMI for the Ab+ was significantly lower, 26.4±5.0, range 16-46.4 kg/m², than for the Ab-, 28.9±5.4, range 15.5-62.6 kg/m² ($p<0.0001$). The women had higher mean BMI level than the men, both the autoimmune, 27.3±5.3 vs 24.6 kg/m² ($p<0.02$) and the non-autoimmune, 29.3±5.6 kg/m² versus 28.5±5.0 ($p<0.02$). For BMI in different age groups see Table 1, Paper II and Figure 12.

The newly diagnosed with non-autoimmune diabetes in the younger adult age groups, especially ages 30-50 years, had the highest mean levels of BMI, which then decreased with increasing age at onset, (for trend $p<0.0001$). Mean BMI indicated overweight or obesity in all age-groups for Ab- and Ab+, except for 20-39-yr-old Ab+ patients. The ranges of BMI ranged from underweight to very (Ab+) or morbidly (Ab-) obese in both diabetes types. The women were older than the men at diagnosis, 66.4±14.5, min 22, max 100 vs 64.1±14.3, min 21, max 94 years, ($p<0.003$).

Mean BMI in the Ab- did not differ significantly from neither the only GADA+, nor the only ICA+, but did from those positive to both antibodies ($p<0.01$). There were no significant differences in BMI between the different groups of Ab+.
Weight and weight change during intervention  

All the patients participating in the intervention with early insulin treatment were autoimmune LADA patients with newly or fairly newly diagnosed diabetes. Their mean age was 53.0 yrs (+16, range 19-80) and M/F ratio 19/17. Most subjects were overweight since both the I and C groups had mean BMI ≥ 27 kg/m². Both weight at baseline, and changes in weight during the three year intervention and follow-up varied widely. This is demonstrated in Figure 13..

Mean weight at baseline was 77.4 (+14.5, range 57.8-110) kg in the intervention group (I), and 83.0 (+17.8, range 50.8-117) kg in the control group (C) (ns). At end-of-study mean weight was 79.3 (+12.4, 57.7-101) kg in I, 82.3 (+14.8, range 50.4-115) kg in C (ns).

Mean weight change during the study was 2.5 (+4.8, range -8.8- +9.3) kg in I; -1.0 (+10.5, range -27.3-+16.4) kg in C (ns).

BMI was not registered or analysed in the patients with type 1 diabetes of long duration (Study IV).

Adverse events  

No episodes of major hypoglycemia were reported for any of the patients, and only a few minor ones. There were no significant differences in mean levels of weight at baseline or end-of study, or in weight change during the three year insulin intervention study.

Three group analysis and ever - vs never -insulin-treated  

For three groups, those treated with insulin from baseline, those never treated with insulin, and those who were originally treated with diet ± OHA, but had to start insulin treatment during the study, the influences of age, BMI, HbA1c, diabetes duration before study start, or antibody titres, were analyzed, again with no significant results (p 0.12-0.87), apart from the significant influence of Baseline C-peptide on C-peptide at 36months (p<0.0001).
Figure 13. Weight at baseline and weight change during 3 years in LADA patients.

Classification

Classification – general

Of the 1666 patients with newly diagnosed diabetes analyses of antibodies were available for 1626 (97.6%). For classification into autoimmune and non-autoimmune diabetes see under the chapter Autoimmunity (Study II).

In the publication of incidences we chose to classify into type 1 and type 2 diabetes, for purposes of comparison since practically all incidence studies worldwide are done regarding type 1 or type 2 diabetes, or all diabetes(72, 77, 338). Since it is known that not 100% of newly diagnosed with type 1 diabetes, even of autoimmune origin, display antibodies, patients with initial C-peptide below the lower reference limit, <0.25 nmol/l, were also classified as type 1 diabetes, in order to minimize misclassification. There were 26 patients with this low C-peptide level, but only 11 of them were antibody negative, meaning the maximum proportion of the whole material risking misclassification in this way was 0.7%. (Study I).
ROC-analysis
The capability of age, BMI and C-peptide to discriminate between autoimmune and non-autoimmune subjects, in the population-based study of patients with newly diagnosed diabetes of all adult ages, 18-100 years, was explored by ROC-analysis. (Study I-II).

ROC curves for the fasting subjects are displayed in Figure 14. Area under the curve, AUC, for fasting C-peptide was superior to those for age and BMI, for differentiating between Ab⁺ and Ab⁻ subjects. Area under the curve, AUC, was 0.75 for C-peptide, 0.67 for age and 0.64 for BMI, (p<0.0001 for all). For sensitivity and specificity see Table 5. (Study II)

![ROC Curve](image)

Figure 14. ROC-analysis of C-peptide, BMI and age to identify subjects that are autoimmune
Table 5. Sensitivity and specificity in ROC-analysis of C-peptide, BMI and age to identify autoimmune subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fasting C-peptide, nmol/l</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age, years</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BMI kg/m²</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Metabolic control

Metabolic control at diagnosis of diabetes has not been investigated within the scope of this thesis (Study I and II).

Metabolic control during intervention in LADA patients

Study III

Metabolic control within the groups

Among the controls the level of HbA1c had increased significantly at 36 months from 7.0 (±1.3)% at baseline to 7.5 (±1.5)% after 36 months, (p 0.006), Figure 11. In the intervention group there was no significant difference between HbA1c at baseline, 7.3 (±1.3)% and after 36 months, 7.2 (±0.7)% (p 0.6), actually it was a slight decrease that did not reach significance, Figure 11.
Metabolic control between the groups
The differences between the groups in absolute levels of HbA1c were not significant either at baseline or after 12, 24 or 36 months. For levels of HbA1c at baseline and during follow-up see Figure 15.

Multivariate analysis
The levels of HbA1c were not influenced by age, gender, BMI, antibody prevalences or titres, or C-peptide levels.

Figure 15. Mean HbA1c levels, (%, DCCT-standard) for the two LADA groups during 36 months. *- * The stars indicate that the increase of 0.5% in HbA1c from baseline to 36 months within the control group was significant.

Patients with long duration of type 1 diabetes
Mean HbA1c for all the patients with type 1 diabetes of duration 3-30 years was 8.2±1.2, min 5.8, max 11.2% (IFCC 67±14, range 40-99 mmol/mol)

Those with complications from the connective tissues had significantly higher mean HbA1c levels, 8.6% vs 7.5%, (IFCC 70 vs 58 mmol/mol) than those without such complications. Those with FTS had higher HbA1c than those without diabetic complications from the connective tissues, 8.7% vs 8.0%, IFCC 72 vs 64 mmol/l. There was no relation between mean HbA1c and having had surgery for MSD.
There was a tendency for mean HbA1c to influence level of C-peptide.

**Clinical complications, and surgery, of the connective tissues and musculoskeletal disorders, and rheumatic antibodies**

*Study IV*

Complications from the connective tissues appeared with increasing frequency with increasing duration of diabetes, and were most prevalent in those with long duration of disease, 64.3% (9/15). These complications were most prevalent in the women, 50% (2/4) with short duration, 60% (3/5) in those with moderate duration, and 71% (5/7) in young women with 21-30 years’ duration of diabetes, as prevalent as retinopathy in females of that group, 71% (5/7).

A number of the patients had other problems related to the connective tissues, not primarily diabetic or rheumatic. These conditions were mostly fractures, a few distortions and some undefined pain conditions, that were not typical of diabetes neuropathy. For details of the musculoskeletal and the vascular complications see Table 6.

One each of the young patients with type 1 diabetes had psoriasis arthritis, reactive arthritis and Raynaud phenomena, but none of the young adults in this cohort had any other classic rheumatic inflammatory disease.

**Surgery for musculoskeletal disorders**

It was very common for these still young patients to already have had surgery for conditions of the connective tissues, almost all for typical diabetes related conditions such as CTS and FTS. In groups A, B, and C 25%(3/12), 25%(3/12) and 43% (6/14) had had surgery, for the women in those groups 50%, 40% and 57%; for all it was 30% (12/40), more common in the women, 50%, than in the men 17%.

Neither level of C-peptide, nor mean HbA1c levels were related to whether the young patients had undergone surgery or not for diabetic complications of the connective tissues, or other musculoskeletal disorders. Age of onset of diabetes had no influence, and neither did duration of diabetes. To have diagnosis of diabetic complications of the connective tissues was of course highly significantly
related to having experienced such surgery (p= 0.002), and to type of complication from the connective tissues (p <0.02).

**Antibodies related to rheumatic diseases**

Few of the young type 1 diabetes patients were positive for any of the rheumatic antibodies. One individual each, and not the same, was positive for RF (male, short duration), ANA (female, medium duration) and ACL (male, medium duration). No one was positive for CCP, dsDNA, or the ENA-screen. Neither was anyone one positive for MPO-ANCA or PR3-ANCA.

**Vascular clinical conditions and relations to complications of diabetes, and of pregnancy, and vascularly related antibodies**

**Vascular clinical conditions and relations to complications of diabetes**

Of the young adults with type 1 diabetes of long duration 80% (12/15) had retinopathy of any type, for moderate duration it was 67% (8/12), and in shorter duration 42% (5/12).

Nephropathy of any kind, for the majority macroalbuminuria ≥100μg, was present in 33% (13/39) of all, one individual was receiving dialysis treatment.

Some other kind of vascular complication was present in 15% (6/40) of the patients. One individual had trombothic microangiopathy, but no ACL, the others had either hypertension ≥140/85 and/or cerebrovascular disease. Three of these individuals, or 20% (3/15) had long duration of diabetes, Table 6. None of the patients had suffered a myocardial infarction or symptomatic peripheral arterial disease.

**Pregnancy**

Complications of pregnancy were present in 3/16 (19%) of the women, two with medium and one with long duration of diabetes. Two of the women had suffered from 2 spontaneous abortions each, and one had experienced preeclampsia.
Antibodies related to vascular conditions
One individual each, and not the same, was positive for ACL (male, medium duration) and one for ANA (female, medium duration). No one was positive for MPO-ANCA or PR3-ANCA.

None of the young women with type 1 diabetes affected by complications of pregnancy were positive for ACL, or for ANCA, no women were.

Hepatogastric and thyroid clinical conditions and related antibodies

Hepatic clinical conditions
Mild liver afflictions affected 3/40 (7.5%) of the patients. Two had Gilbert’s syndrome and one had Hepatitis A.

Celiac disease
There was one patient with previously diagnosed celiac disease, and 3 were diagnosed as a consequence of the study, in total 10% (4/40).

Iron deficiency
Idiopathic iron deficiency with no other known cause (celiac disease, gynecological explanation etc) affected 4/40 (10%).

Autoimmune thyroid disease (ATD)
In total 15% had autoimmune thyroid disease (ATD), 3/12 (25%), 2/13 (15%), 1/15 (7%) with short, moderate and long duration.

None of the clinical conditions were associated with duration of diabetes in this limited material.

Hepatogastric and thyroid autoantibodies
One individual was positive for SMA (2.5% of all). Noone was positive for mitochondrial ab.

Of the antibodies related to celiac disease AGA were present in 1/12 (8.%), 0 and 2/15 (13%); EMA in 0, 2/13 (15%) and TTG in none of the young patients with type 1 diabetes of short, medium and long duration. Of these 4/5 (80%) were positive only to one of AGA and EMA, and one individual to both of them. Of all
the young patients 5/40 (12.5%) were positive for any of the three antibodies related to celiac disease.

Parietal cell antibodies were present in two men, 2/40 (5%) of all, one with short and one with medium duration of diabetes.

Thyroid antibodies, TPO, were present in 3/12 (25%), 2/13 (15%) and 3/15 (20%) of the young type 1 patients with short, medium and long duration of diabetes.
| Duration of diabetes, yrs | Gender | n  | Connective tissue complications of diabetes | Had surgery for CCT, mostly diabetes-related | Connective tissue problem -other | Classical rheumatic disease | Unclassical rheumatic condition | Angiological complication (Hypertension, TMA, cerebrovascular) | Retinopathy, all types |
|-------------------------|--------|----|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|-------------------------------|---------------------------|-----------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|----------------|----------------|
| 3-10                    | Males  | 8  | 12.5%                           | 12.5%                           | 50.0%                        | 0                         | 0                          | 12.5%                                           | 37.5%          |
| 3-10                    | Females| 4  | 50%                             | 50%                             | 25.0%                        | 0                         | 0                          | 0                                               | 50%            |
| 3-10                    | All    | 12 | 25%                             | 25%                             | 41.7%                        | 0                         | 0                          | 8.3%                                           | 41.7%          |
| 11-20                   | Males  | 8  | 60%                             | 12.5%                           | 62.5%                        | 0                         | 0                          | 25.0%                                           | 85.7%          |
| 11-20                   | Females| 5  | 38.5%                           | 40.0%                           | 20.0%                        | 0                         | 20.0%                      | 0                                               | 40%            |
| 11-20                   | All    | 13 | 50%                             | 23.1%                           | 46.2%                        | 0                         | 7.7%                       | 15.4%                                           | 66.7%          |
| 21-30                   | Males  | 8  | 50.0%                           | 28.6%                           | 25.0%                        | 0                         | 12.5%                      | 12.5%                                           | 87.5%          |
| 21-30                   | Females| 7  | 71.4%                           | 57.1%                           | 42.9%                        | 0                         | 14.3%                      | 28.6%                                           | 71.4%          |
| 21-30                   | All    | 15 | 64.3%                           | 42.9%                           | 33.3%                        | 0                         | 13.3%                      | 20.0%                                           | 80%            |
| All                     | Males  | 24 | 30.4%                           | 17.4%                           | 45.8%                        | 0                         | 4.2%                       | 16.7%                                           | 69.6%          |
| All                     | Females| 16 | 62.5%                           | 50.0%                           | 31.3%                        | 0                         | 12.5%                      | 12.5%                                           | 56.3%          |
| Total                   |        | 40 | 43.6%                           | 30.0%                           | 40.0%                        | 0                         | 7.5%                       | 15.0%                                           | 64.1%          |
Discussion

Incidence of type 1 diabetes

Type 1 diabetes in Adults

Our findings confirmed that new cases of type 1 diabetes were diagnosed in all adult age groups. Incidence studies in type 1 diabetes in adults are rare. Those that exist have mostly only included subjects up to age 30 or 40 years (98, 101, 123). In the present study we included all age groups, up to 100 years (no one was older, if so they would have been included). We are aware of no other incidence study that have consequently included all the oldest age groups, and confirmed diabetes type by serologies in all patients in all age groups. In this way it was possible to confirm that the incidences in age groups from 50 to 80 years were as high as in the youngest, pediatric, age groups. This can explain why the incidences we found in adults were higher than in previous reports. We actually found that the actual numbers of patients with newly diagnosed autoimmune diabetes were twice as high in the oldest as in the pediatric age groups, which demonstrates a bimodal incidence with two peaks in different age groups. In our study the peaks were in childhood, especially ages 0-9 years, and again in ages above 50 years. Three other studies, using clinical classification, have found indications of bimodal incidence rates. They were the Rochester study in the 1960:s (156) and the second was a large Danish study in ages above 30 years in 1973-77, which confirmed that the incidence of type 1 diabetes in adults was higher than previously assumed (158). The third was a Finnish study from 1983-86 that compared childhood and adulthood type 1 (157). The peaks of incidence in those studies were all close to puberty and in or after the fifth decade, similar to our study. We found lower incidences in ages 20-49 years, similar to findings from Rochester, Denmark, and two later studies of young adults in Finland and in some European countries (101, 102, 156, 158, 339).
Type 1 diabetes in Children and Adolescents

The incidences we found in Kronoberg were among the highest reported for type 1 diabetes in children and teenagers. This is in accordance with previous studies from Sweden, Scandinavia, Europe and worldwide. In these Finland and Sweden appear to have the highest incidences of type 1 diabetes in children and young adults in the world (113, 148), only matched by Canada, especially the Avalon peninsula in Newfoundland (340), also geographically located at very northern latitudes, and Sardinia with 40.9, which is an island in the middle of the northern Mediterranean area (133). The high incidence of type 1 diabetes in Sardinia, breaking the north-south trend of decreasing incidences by latitude, in the Northern hemisphere, has intrigued many, and is believed to be attributed both to increased genetic risk and increase in some hitherto unidentified environmental exposure (133). The genetic discrepancy between Sardinia and peninsular Italy appears to be at least since the 3rd millennium BC (341).

As described in the methods section and in Paper 1 our case finding in the younger age groups is on good grounds believed to be a 100%, lending credibility to the incidence figures in the pediatric age groups. Even if higher our data also corresponds to data reported from other parts of Sweden from 1990-99 (148). In the Kronoberg study the incidence of T1D was higher in the 0-9-yr-olds than in the 10-19-yr-olds, opposite to the case in the early Rochester study (156). There have been a number of reports of incidence of childhood T1D shifting to a younger age group, especially the under-5-yr-olds (113, 121, 155). A recent very large Italian investigation, with population-at-risk comprising 40% of the Italian pediatric population, could not confirm this (133). We saw higher incidences in the 5-9-yr-olds compared to the 0-4-yr-olds, but this still does not rule out a shift to younger age at diagnosis in a wider age perspective, as recorded from Sweden in the 0-34-yr-olds (153). Increases in incidences of type 1 are suggested to level off, especially in regions with the highest incidences, as in Sweden (113, 342).

Gender and incidence of type 1 diabetes

The small gender differences we observed were restricted to some pediatric subgroups, but for the whole population 0-100 years, and also for 0-19 years and for 20-100 years, there were no gender differences, consistent with recent international findings (113, 148). None or male excess was identified in previous studies in Europe and in populations of European origin, if residing in other parts of the world, and a female excess in populations of African and Asian origin (343). The gender distribution in the oldest age groups has not been described previously (100).
Autoimmunity and Ketoacidosis at presentation of diabetes in adults

We found that 6.2% of the newly diagnosed adults had autoantibodies, and in addition to the 0.7% with low C-peptide levels a total of 6.9% were diagnosed with type 1 diabetes (344). Similar to this an Italian study of adult-onset diabetes, mean disease duration 8 years, found 7.1% autoantibody positive adults (184). Considering age distribution of the antibody prevalence also the UKPDS had similar findings with 11.6% autoantibody positive patients aged 25-65 yrs (200, 345). Another Swedish study, of prevalent cases, that examined 40-75-yr-olds and actually classified by serology found 9.4% type 1, in accordance with our findings if considering the age interval (219). It has previously been demonstrated, and our data support this, that clinical classification alone is not reliable and tends to underestimate the amount of autoimmune diabetes (99, 103, 199, 200, 212).

Ketoacidosis was present at diagnosis in 15% of the adults and in 17% of the children and adolescents with type 1 diabetes, consistent with a study of Swedish young adults where 13% presented with ketoacidosis (28). This was a lower frequency than the 20-25% reported recently in children and adolescents from Germany and Austria (58). All these recent figures are many times lower than the frequencies seen 80-100 years ago. Before 1914 65% of the diabetes patients were described to die from diabetic coma (ie ketoacidosis), and with “undernutrition”, but before the insulin era in 1922 40% (346). This clearly demonstrates the progress made during the past century.

Incidence of type 2 diabetes

Incidence of type 2 diabetes in Adults

The incidence of type 2 diabetes of 378 that we found was among the highest published from Sweden. Covering all ages and a high level of case finding may have contributed to the high incidence of type 2 in adults found in Kronoberg compared to earlier reports. The first Laxå study found 346, in a follow-up increasing to 445 and the Skaraborg study 266 (347-349).

In our study incidence increased with age, in accordance with findings from Iceland and others (350). The only gender difference we found was that in ages above age 40 years 16% more men were diagnosed in every age group, which was similar to findings from northern Sweden (166).
International figures of incidence in type 2 diabetes

As mentioned incidence studies of type 2 diabetes are few, probably due to the difficulty in defining time of onset, but also a greater number of patients and more diverse health care systems (82). Figures have been published from Spain where an incidence of 500 was found in the Basque country in 2000 (351). In Cremona, Italy the incidence was estimated as negligible below age 30 years and 600 in ages above 50 years. In the US the Framingham Heart Study in Massachusetts found that incidence rates had doubled from the 1970:s to the 1990:s, and were higher than the Swedish ones (338). A Danish pharmacoepidemiological database study found an increasing prevalence of drug treated diabetes 1993-99, concluding that it was potentially reflecting earlier diagnosis and treatment, and longer survival of the affected (352), while a British database study of a 1.3 million population found an incidence of all diabetes of 221, which was a 25% increase from 1994 to 1998, concluding it an actual increase in incidence and neither due to the increase of elders in the population, nor better screening (95).

From Finland an alarming increase of in the incidence of type 2 diabetes in young adults was reported to have occurred during the 1990:s, the figures not very different from the Kronoberg findings, when considering time of registration, reported yearly increase, and similar increases with age (102). From England in a 2001 census prevalence of all diabetes was reported to be 4.4%, of which 7.7% was type 1, figures similar to the Kronoberg results (353).

The incidence of T2D that we found was high, but it has long been apparent that the prevalence of diabetes, which is more often reported than the incidence, is much higher in many other parts of the world compared to Sweden and Scandinavia. For example in Spain around 10%, a Polish study reported a rise in prevalence from 1986 to 2000 from 3.7% to 10.8% (354). In Australia prevalences >7% have been recorded and from the US at and above 10% (46, 355). Point prevalences of up to 14% of T2D have been reported from Brazil, urban India and Japan (89, 143, 356). These figures are higher than those in a recent global report with estimates for the prevalence in 2010, and projections for the year 2030. Sweden is already reported to have a prevalence of 7%, based on the MONICA figures from northern Sweden (166), with only a slight expected increase to 8% in 2030. This contrasts to higher figures in most European countries, and staggeringly high figures from countries such as the US, Mexico, the Middle East, and above all China with 4.5% affected today involving 43 000 000 people, estimated to increase to 62 000 000 in 2030 (5.8%), and India, 50 000 000 subjects today (7%), increasing to 8.6% giving 87 000 000 affected. This can be compared to the Swedish figures of 484 000
affected today, estimated to increase to 556 000 in 20 years (357). This was a recent Australian estimate, a European earlier one found a little more conservative, but still increasing, figures (21).

In several northern European countries immigrants from South East Asia have been found to exhibit much larger prevalences of diabetes, mainly type 2, than the Caucasian inhabitants. An area of Oslo, Norway with 15% non-western ethnic background, had diabetes prevalence for South Asian women of 27.5%, vs 2.9% in Western women. South Asian men had a diabetes prevalence of 14.3%, and Western men 5.9% (358). Another example of the frequently reported higher prevalences in minority and immigrant populations comes from an impoverished urban area in Great Britain with prevalences in Pakistanis of 33%, African-Caribbeans 22% and Europeans 20%, in ages 35-79 yrs (359). The same type of phenomenon was noted in a Japanese-Brazilian population (360). Another observation is that individuals of African descent display increasing incidences of T2D in the Caribbean and even higher in the US compared to in Africa (361).

**Type 2 diabetes and gender**

We found only one significant gender difference, at ages above 40 years 16% more men were diagnosed. A Spanish study found similar incidences in both sexes, ages ≥ 24 yrs (351). King et al, 1998, noted a pronounced female excess in diabetes prevalence in developed countries, but in developing countries equal numbers of men and women (72). According to a 2001 review almost all studies of type 2 from before mid-20th-century showed a clear female bias, while type 2 now is equally prevalent among men and women in most populations, with some evidence of male preponderance in early middle age (100). Madras, India 1989-2000, reported a shift towards female preponderance (89).

**Undiagnosed diabetes**

Several countries report many cases of undiagnosed diabetes (92), although there were also reports of decrease in such figures (363). This is of course a relevant subject in relation to our study. One very large Norwegian diabetes prevalence screening study found 20% previously undiagnosed diabetes (173). With high levels of access and resources of care in the Swedish health care system, similar to Norway, combined with the use of the method of opportunistic screening, we expect to have fewer undiagnosed cases than reported from other parts of the world (72, 355, 363). In a Spanish study for instance, more than half of the
prevalent cases of type 2 diabetes were unaware of their condition (355). We expect to have at the most the level described in the Norwegian study.

**Type 2 diabetes in children and adolescents**

Type 2 diabetes did occur in adolescents in Kronoberg, but in very few cases, and only among the 10-14-yr-olds. This is quite the opposite of reports from many parts of the world were type 2 diabetes is reported to have increased substantially (21, 33, 143, 175, 176, 291), not least in the US (292). A study from the Western Pacific region in youth with type 2 diabetes aged $\leq 18$ yrs found median age 14.9 yrs and median duration 2.3 yrs (150). A large study of 8.8 million school children from Tokyo, Japan 1974-2002, based on prevalence of urinary glucose found an incidence of type 2 of 2.63, for junior high school students 6.43, similar to our findings (365). In the US 1999-2002 NHANES survey 0.5% of adolescents had diabetes, of which 29% was type 2 (292).

**Incidence and prevalence of all diabetes – Sweden**

The incidence of all diabetes of 402 that we found in was adults among the highest published from Sweden, and well in accordance with those published from Laxå. Where the standardized annual incidence was 346 in 1972-88, with active opportunistic screening from 1983 onwards (347). A recently published 30-year-follow-up concluded that diabetes incidence had not increased in Laxå during 30 years, an increase was seen up to 1988, to about 450, but from then until 2001 no further increase was seen (348). Laxå is a rural community with one PHCC, of ca 7-8000 inhabitants, the number of inhabitants decreasing during the years of observation, and with the tendency generally seen in this kind of community that the younger leave, and the older stay, which may explain slightly higher figures than from Kronoberg, where the main town Växjö has a growing university which has changed the trend to an influx of young individuals the past decades.

The Skaraborg Diabetes Registry reported annual incidence of type 1 diabetes of 14.7 and type 2 of 266 from a period of 1991-95 with estimation until 1998 (349). Skaraborg is a county, like Kronoberg, and with a slightly larger total population and 3 hospitals. A continuous registry was started in 1991, but findings depend on patients being reported to the register, and then checked by a capture-recapture method, initially a bird counting method much applied in diabetic epidemiological studies, where several sources, here three, are used and compared (367). The earlier period, but also different criteria for diagnosis (in Skaraborg WHO 1985) and different degree of case-finding /ascertainment may explain the differences
found. This is supported by a given point prevalence of all diabetes of 3.2% from Skaraborg in 1995, while we found 4.0% in such a point prevalence estimation in Kronoberg in 2000. The mean age of the Kronoberg patients with new T2D was 65.6 years, similar to in Skaraborg, 66.6 years (349). In a thorough investigation of prevalence of diabetes, being equalled to T2D, from northern Sweden, part of a WHO MONICA project in Västerbotten and Norrbotten, inviting population samples on several occasions for thorough health surveys including OGTT, with participation rates of 82-72%, higher in older groups, found overall diabetes prevalence in the ages 25-64 years, mean 45 years, to be about 3.3%, and the rate of undiagnosed diabetes around 2.2% (166). The age group was younger than our total age group, and it was noted that non-attenders were younger, and less seldom treated for hypertension. An initial male overrepresentation decreased to more equal sex distribution in the later part of the period, which was 1986-1999.

Classification

The best way of classifying diabetes, and the usefulness of doing it, is still under debate (164, 197, 232, 240, 368). Meanwhile it has been shown previously that serologic tools, such as analysis of pancreatic autoantibodies and/or C-peptide can be of use besides more clinical parameters such as age, BMI, insulin dependency at diagnosis, occurrence of ketoacidosis etc which have been more readily available (103, 104, 197, 199).

Difficulties with classification

Previously the difficulties of classification, and thereby choosing the optimal treatment and follow-up for a patient, has been identified as mostly a problem of young adults possibly stretching into young middle age (57, 98, 369). Now it appears more and more a problem of all ages, not least among teenagers, but sometimes also in older adults and the elderly, where diabetes is most frequent (344).

Tools for classification

In work no 2 we explored the utility of the parameters age and BMI, frequently used in clinical classification of diabetes, and C-peptide level, less frequently investigated systematically, to discriminate between autoimmune versus non-autoimmune diabetes.
**C-peptide**

By analysis with receiver operator characteristics, ROC-curves, we found that C-peptide (FCP) was a better discriminator than both age and BMI for identifying those positive to at least one of the two antibodies GADA and ICA. The sensitivity and specificity were not perfect, but the overall result of AUC for C-peptide of 0.75 was in level with the results of three of the four different classification schemes using combinations of antibodies and C-peptide, and BMI, in ketose prone diabetes, KPD, AUC 0.71-0.77, and also of the different approaches examined in a recent retrospective Japanese study of 158 type 2 patients on hospital admission, AUC 0.73-0.78. Both those studies may reflect more compromised patients since all of the examined were included in connection with hospital admissions, which was only the case for 1/3 of our patients. The KPD study examined prediction of absent or present beta-cell function, and prediction of insulin dependency, and the Japanese study examined prediction of future insulin use 6 months later (197, 371).

The strength of our study is that it is large and population-based, including adults of all ages, with both autoimmune and non-autoimmune diabetes and with newly diagnosed diabetes, most within 2 weeks from diagnosis, 90% within 3 months, compared to most studies examining levels of C-peptide that include patients with often long duration of diabetes, up to 5-10 years from diagnosis, describing a different stage of the diseases, or mixing patients with very different durations, despite the knowledge that C-peptide levels are dynamic and change with time (261). Another strength of the present study is that in this strong material we have compared with ROC analysis the usefulness of FCP alone, compared to the frequently used, but with proven limited value, age and BMI, and quantified all three.

In non-autoimmune diabetes the level of C-peptide was high in young and middle-aged adults at diagnosis, with no further increase with increasing age at diagnosis, probably due to the beta cells already being maximally stimulated.

**Age**

We found age to be of some, but clearly limited value in discriminating between the two major types of diabetes. Age has been used since the turn of the 19th century for approximating diabetes type, especially since the 1930-50s after the more outspoken opinions regarding two major different types of diabetes (191, 192). As also stated in previous sections autoimmune or type 1 diabetes was long considered mostly a condition with onset during childhood or adolescence,
possibly in young adults, and often age was used as the dividing criterion for classification of diabetes, as in the 1965 recommendations by WHO (204). As soon as some other criteria were at least partly found fit to use this was changed, in 1980, to the treatment related IDDM and NIDDM (63).

Awareness of the limitations of using age as criterion for classification has risen during the past decades, as evidence for autoimmune diabetes with onset in adult age groups has accumulated (25, 103, 226). Meanwhile it seems that the problem could be described as the metaphor of a candle burning in both ends. Not only has it been demonstrated that autoimmune diabetes has onset in all age groups, including the eldest, not least by our incidence study (344). The past decade, and the very recent years, evidence has emerged and is accumulating regarding increasing incidence of type 2 diabetes not only in youth and younger adults, but also in adolescents and now in children as well (175, 196, 201, 202). In the ROC analysis we found that age is not impossible to use, but probably works best combined with other criteria due to the limitations there are. In our analysis only adults were included. It is also necessary to be aware of the setting, since for instance in Japan the prevalence of type 2 far exceeds that of type 1 in children and adolescents, while in many populations type 2 is still rare in the pediatric age group compared to the incidences in older age groups, as it was in Kronoberg. The implication of a wrong diagnosis in individual cases can be detrimental. The reason for this is that misdiagnosed type 2 in children and adolescents are guaranteed to receive insulin treatment, whether warranted or not, and with the insulin resistant constitution present in T2D, and insulin having an inherent effect of promoting weight gain, this may lead to vicious circles of increased insulin resistance and need for increasing doses of insulin, if goals for metabolic control are to be met (177, 214). The same problem may of course appear in adults (372).

**BMI**

We found BMI to be clearly less useful than C-peptide alone for classification of autoimmune vs non-autoimmune diabetes in adults. The difference was not small, larger than between age and BMI. BMI was slightly less useful than age, according to the ROC analysis. In the 1980s and early 1990s it was often stated that not all patients diagnosed with type 2 diabetes were obese, but that about one third were usually reported to be lean (373). This occurred even when mean BMI was slightly elevated (373). The development of the obesity epidemic and increasing BMIs in many populations have probably moderated this in later years (290).
**Autoantibodies**

Autoantibodies have been the golden standard, used without or in combination with C-peptide measurements in many research settings the past decade (177, 277). Where availability is good it is also used when needed, but seldom always, in clinical settings. In clinical practice age and BMI are always readily available, and plenty used, for quick classification estimates (374). Autoantibodies are the most resource demanding of these parameters, and not available everywhere. This lead us to evaluate the other tools compared to the prevalence of at least one antibody, in ROC analysis. The antibodies we used, ICA and GADA, are the ones shown to be most valuable in discrimination between autoimmune and non-autoimmune diabetes in adults. It has been demonstrated that IA-2A and IAA are of little or no value in classification and prediction of insulin dependency in adults (25). We examined the prevalence of ICA and GADA on population level in a large investigation of new onset diabetes in adults of all ages. Many have studied the prevalence of autoantibodies in different populations, often clinic-based, and often including patients with very different and often long duration of diabetes (220, 373), but we are aware of no other study including all adult age groups, and especially the oldest, 70-100 years. We could confirm the presence of antibodies in all adult age groups, also in 80-100-yr-olds, thereby confirming that autoantibody positive new diabetes occurs also in those age groups, Figure 7, and as seen in Figure 3 direct insulin dependency and ketosis also appear in new diabetes in the eldest (344) (Study I and II).

Of all the antibody positive new patients with diabetes we found that 90% were GADA−, 71% were ICA+, and 61% were positive for both antibodies. Only GADA+ were 29%, only ICA+ were 10%. The prevalence of all antibodies that we found was in accordance with studies under similar, but not exactly the same circumstances (220, 345). The prevalences of GADA was about the same as that found in children with recent onset T1D, but the prevalence of ICA and of multiple antibodies was lower than what is usually seen in children, and young adults as a group (211, 376, 377).

**Titres of GADA and ICA**

Several investigators have suggested that the titres of GADA were important to the capacity of the GADA to predict future deterioration of beta cell function and/or appearing insulin dependency (235, 236). Also here it seems that what population is examined and under what circumstances, may be significant. In our LADA intervention study in a number of simple and multiple logistic regression analyses we did not find any hint of any significance of the GADA, or ICA titres to any of
the outcome parameters. This was in accordance with reports from the large UKPDS study (234, 378). Both these studies were intervention studies, where the intervention type and rate was controlled by protocols and physicians, as opposed to the conditions in more observational studies. The limited number of participants in our LADA intervention study might possibly account for the lack of significance found, but the figures were very insignificant, and the findings were the same in the much larger UKPDS study, that also included newly diagnosed patients (234).

The value/usefulness of classification

A reliable classification of diabetes type can save time, work and worry, and thereby costs, for patients and health workers (372). It can increase patient security and minimize risks (277, 379). See also under age above, regarding the pediatric population (177).

It may be argued that some groups risking misclassification, if it is clinical, are not large, but this concerns patients, and mistakes and risks on the level of individual patients are generally not tolerated. We do not argue that all patients need to be serologically classified in general practice, but whenever there is doubt, or ought to be, and liberally since studies by us and others have shown that isolated observations can be misleading, for instance relying on age or BMI (99, 103, 199, 200). The autoimmune group has traits different from ordinary newly diagnosed non-insulin-dependent, or type 2 patients which has been described (220). In the latest classification scheme recommended by WHO LADA is considered a variant of autoimmune, type 1 diabetes (26) and many share that view (183, 221, 233), although this has also been discussed (163, 164, 230).

LADA intervention

Definition of LADA

There has not been any general consensus definition of LADA which complicates comparisons and pooling of results of intervention studies. The most common denominators are adult age, positivity to at least one pancreatic autoantibody, and non-insulin-dependency at diagnosis (212). Age, BMI, duration of diabetes and of insulin-independency, which antibodies are analysed, GADAb titles, and expression of the essential outcome variable C-peptide vary (24, 52, 200, 212, 236, 264). A Cochrane review also noted the heterogeneity between studies, and the conclusion about early insulin treatment was uncertain (24). Our study included
patients aged \(\geq 30\) yrs, non-insulin-dependent at the times of diagnosis and inclusion, and positive to at least one pancreatic autoantibody, for 75% two antibodies, thereby fulfilling the main criteria for LADA (212).

**Treatment for LADA patients**

Several prospective intervention studies have been conducted in LADA patients and there is still no general agreement on the best treatment aimed to preserve beta-cell function (24, 25, 242, 380). The results of the study indicated that none of the baseline parameters, except initial C-peptide level, significantly influenced outcome, eliminating the importance of several criteria in comparisons with other studies. In other studies patients aged \(>65\) yrs have often been excluded, but LADA exists also in these older age groups (344). Differences in defining the LADA population regarding age, diabetes duration before start of intervention, antibody prevalences and GADAb titres, BMI, and, not least, baseline levels of C-peptide, if available, have contributed to difficulties in interpreting and comparing results of the few existing LADA intervention studies (24, 52, 212, 264, 381).

**Metabolic control**

We found in the three year follow-up of LADA patients that intervention with early insulin treatment resulted in a small decrease in mean level of HbA1c of 0.1% from baseline to 36 months, that did not reach significance. It was a better result than in the control group that received conventional treatment, and showed a significant deterioration (increase) of mean HbA1c level of 0.5% from baseline to 36 months, \((p= 0.006)\). The results within the groups are an indication that early insulin treatment might be a better option for LADA patients (378). The number of participants in the study was not large, on the border of power to show a difference, according to calculations done for TTS (52), and this may have influenced the results. Unfortunately a direct significant difference between the two groups could not be demonstrated for the HbA1c levels at 36 months. The fact that the shape of the HbA1c curve for the control group in the LADA intervention study very much has the shape of the well known “UKPDS curve”, often considered to describe the natural course of deteriorating beta cell function in type 2 diabetes, is interesting (266), and might be the resulting outcome of the conventional type of treatment, perhaps in LADA as well.

**Residual beta cell function**

Mean GCP decreased significantly in both the groups during follow-up. This is the course usually seen in autoimmune diabetes (226, 261). No direct significant difference in the mean levels or changes of GCP levels, as markers of beta cell function, could be demonstrated. Actually the mean rate of decline of GCP levels
were exactly the same in the two groups, despite the significant difference in baseline GCP. Patient age, duration of diabetes, BMI, antibody prevalences and titres at baseline, and after 36 months, did not influence level of residual GCP after 36 months. The only factor that we found did have a very significant influence on the outcome level of GCP was the baseline level of GCP. Unfortunately, possibly due to problems with randomisation in some patients, as discussed in Paper III, there was a significant difference in difference in the mean baseline levels of GCP between the groups, ($p=0.03$). The odds ratio (OR) for having a GCP at 36 months $\geq 0.5$ nmol/l was 2.4 for every increase in baseline GCP with 0.10 nmol/l ($p=0.02$), and 1.06 for every increase in baseline age by 1 year, corresponding to the findings from Study II of C-peptide increasing substantially with age. There was also a non-significant OR of 2.5 (0.04-184) for the insulin treated to have a residual GCP of $\geq 0.5$ nmol/l at 36 months. This was an indication of a tendency of more favourable outcome in the intervention group.

The decline in residual beta-cell function was progressive for the majority of our LADA patients, as is usual in autoimmune diabetes (212, 226, 261, 380). We observed great variation in the rates and magnitudes of beta-cell loss between patients, and between different time periods during the study, with no consistent patterns. Mechanisms such as more step-wise losses due to for instance partial remissions might explain this (37). The decline in C-peptide was irrespective of age, gender, BMI, antibody titres, HbA1c or treatment modality. The lack of influence of BMI, age, diabetes duration and baseline HbA1c on disease progression was also seen in a non-interventional observation study of LADA that followed 13 Ab-positive patients by stimulated C-peptide for 2 years (380). Similarly to UKPDS we found no association between GADA levels and disease progress (237), in contrast to observational studies that described this (235, 236). We could in a number of regression analyses not define any other factor, besides Cp0, that significantly influenced the level of Cp36. The significance of initial C-peptide level was also demonstrated in a large Swedish study of new-onset 15-34-year-olds, and in the Tokyo intervention study (52, 382). The length of our study may explain that some patients with initially higher levels of C-peptide, overrepresented in the control group, by 36 months had not yet lost enough beta-cell function to be clinically insulin-dependent. Some antibody-positive patients have been described to take up to 12 years to become insulin-dependent, but practically all eventually did (383).
Early insulin vs Conventional treatment – OHAs

No studies have directly compared treatment with metformin and insulin (or SU) in LADA patients. In our control group most patients were treated with metformin, and only a minority with SU, in contrast to the Tokyo study (TTS) where all control patients were SU treated. Our study was not designed to test the OHA treatments per se, but it is possible to speculate that this fact may have influenced the results. One way might be that this made the treatment our control patients received less negative to their beta cell function, compared to SU, for instance in the UKPDS (that did not report on C-peptide levels), and this might have contributed to less difference between our groups hampering possibility of significance. This does not ameliorate the limitation of the group size.

Many reports end with a general recommendation of insulin treatment in LADA, but the evidence has not been compelling. The 2007 Cochrane review on treatment in LADA commented on the lack of LADA studies with Metformin, and in general concluded that many pieces of information were missing, but one conclusion was that SU might promote insulin dependency and apart from not recommending SU no preference was found for any special type of treatment to the LADA group (24). In our study after three years 65% of the conventionally treated patients were not yet treated with insulin. In contrast to both UKPDS and the Tokyo Study, only 30% of our control patients were treated with SU which could be of importance for the beta-cell function.

Our study, as most prospective intervention studies of LADA, was not large. The Tokyo study with 60 patients, found a preference for insulin treatment vs SU, possibly due to the differences in treatment, but longer duration of diabetes, up to five years without insulin before inclusion, rendering a selection of patients with better endogenous insulin production from the start, would have excluded those who progressed earlier to insulin dependence, so the trial population differed from ours (52). Baseline level of C-peptide was an important independent predictor of the ability to preserve a sufficient amount of C-peptide over time, just as in our study.

The current evidence situation and trials of other substances

Since the publication of the Cochrane review the TTS results have been published (52). Also a couple of smaller studies from China, one testing rosiglitazone vs SU or insulin. Those with lower C-peptide levels received insulin +/- rosiglitazone. In the study, of 54 patients in four groups, the insulin-treated, all with low FCP, ≤0.3 nmol, received either insulin-alone, or combined with rosiglitazone (RGZ), and the
OHA-treated, all with FCP >0.3 nmol/l, received SU or RGZ (264). The results indicated that all who received RGZ better preserved their beta-cell function (264). Vitamin D3 in addition to insulin has also been tried in a small LADA intervention study, and was found favourable for preservation of residual C-peptide (381). Both studies were small, one lost many patients during follow-up. Both treatments were given in addition to insulin. The most interesting information is perhaps that they indicate that the outcome can be influenced.

Common definitions not only of the LADA group, or whatever groups are under trial, and also of the outcome measures, especially for C-peptide, would be very useful to the field. A suggestion is to use nmol/l, an SI unit, and to keep to clean measurements, and not different indexes in different studies, since that tends to obscure the results and make both direct comparisons, and pooling of results, difficult.

**Should insulin be recommended? – and what’s next?**

The information from all these studies, including ours, are not conclusive enough to definitely recommend one of the treatments before the others, with the exception that already the Cochrane review recommended to abstain from SU, which the TTS result, and to a little extent ours, support.

The TTS results and ours are an indication that insulin treatment may be the best recommendation today, but this needs confirmation. And other potential treatments, such as the incretin groups of new drugs, and possibly the new immuno-modulating interventions, need to be tried under controlled circumstances. LADA represents the second largest group of patients with diabetes and large, adequately powered and well controlled randomized trials are warranted in order to find out what is the best treatment for the group.

Another observation is that to identify suitable and willing LADA patients involves screening many patients, and in order to achieve good power of investigations collaboration in multicenter trials seems to be necessary. It should be noted that it has been announced that at least one such trial is under way (384).

A cure before or at diagnosis of type 1, or a “vaccination”, has for some time been considered feasible (385). Two substances for vaccination are presently being
tested, GAD65 – Diamyd® and Diapep 277 (53, 386). Other possible immune interventions are the monoclonal anti CD3 antibodies that have shown promising preliminary results, and are now under phase II and III trials, of which at least otelixizumab is still being investigated (51, 387). To actually test interventions in phase II and III trials is a principle that was tested in the 1980s and early 1990s with broader immunomodulating substances as azathioprine, prednisone and cyclosporine, and some effect could be demonstrated, but it did not have long lasting effects, and the side effects were considerable. So the new chapter of more specific immunomodulating therapies for intervention and possible prediction in autoimmune diabetes is promising, but still no information regarding any major positive effects have been made publicly available.

To our knowledge this is the first European LADA intervention study, designed for LADA patients, publishing results. Our aim was to describe a situation close to ordinary practice, with glucose goals the general recommendations at the time, and decisions of increasing or changing the treatment for the control patients receiving “usual care” were at the discretion of the treating physician.

In this study we examined the best treatment for LADA patients. At the time of study start this was not known, and a few small animal and human studies had indicated that insulin from the start could be favourable (388, 245). We found no clear evidence of this, but the study was small and there were randomisation and recruitment problems, since some patients were not inclined to be randomised to and accept insulin treatment when not proven clinically necessary. This is an observation in itself, and has been foreseen by others (22). We found a significantly better preservation of metabolic control in the early insulin treated. We also saw a non-significant OR favouring insulin treatment for preservation of beta-cell function, indicating the possibility that a larger study population and/or a longer period of follow-up might have demonstrated significant preference for early insulin treatment also regarding beta-cell function. The optimal treatment for new LADA patients still is not known, and warrants further study (241).

Type 1 diabetes of long duration

Pancreatic autoantibodies
The prevalence of GADab and ICA after long duration of type 1 confirms that about 20 % are still positive to GADab and/or ICA after long disease duration. This was in accordance with the few previous observations (390).
Rheumatic antibodies

Very few of our patients were positive for any of the rheuma related antibodies at all. A specific association between diabetes and Rheumatoid Arthritis was recently described in a Swedish study, but it was restricted to those positive for anti CCP antibodies, which none of our patients were (391)

Complications of the connective tissues / musculoskeletal disorders

The proportions of patients with long duration of type 1 diabetes with complications from the connective tissues (CCT) was very high, 64 %, and in women with long duration as common as retinopathy, 71%, which is generally found to be the most frequent serious complication of type 1 diabetes. The proportion of patients that had had surgery for complications from the connective tissues was also high, 43%. There were no significant relationships between positivity to ICA or GAD after long duration of type 1 and any complications of the connective tissues.

As for the rheumatic types of antibodies ANA has been investigated before, and usually considered an autoimmune epiphenomenon (392). Despite the fact that CCT are being increasingly recognized, we found no significant correlation with any of the rheumatic antibodies. Other occasional patients with RA or SLE, often combined with more than 1 other autoimmune condition, have been observed among our type 1 diabetes patients outside of this cohort. ANA are example of non organ specific antibodies, whereas the organ specific antibodies, among which are those related to Rheumatoid Arthritis, are much more often being tested in patients with type 1 diabetes, due to the well known connections of different combinations of autoimmune polyglandular syndromes

CCT related to diabetes have been well examined especially in Finland by Arkkila who has investigated the major known diabetic complications of the upper extremity, sometimes even with some kind of serology, but not any rheuma related serologies (310, 393-395). As for CTS it was investigated in New Zealand where a lifetime risk of 85% after 54 years of type 1 diabetes was found (396). The CTS risk was related to duration of diabetes, but in patients with older onset of diabetes time to debut of CTS was considerably shorter.

We found an association with CCT and increasing duration of diabetes, but our material was too small to look into subgroups of diagnoses. In our young patients
with type 1 diabetes CCT were very common after duration of diabetes 20-30 years, especially in the women, where it was as common as retinopathy, usually considered the most prevalent complication of T1D. Being common after long duration was in accordance with previous studies that found associations with both micro- and macrovascular complications (394). The more unusual rheumatically related antibodies we had planned to investigate were not analysed since all the patients were negative for the ENA-screen. In conclusion CCT are very common in type 1 diabetes of all duration lengths, and deserve more attention, but they are clearly not related to any disguised inflammatory rheumatic disease, despite that diabetes and vascular disease in general have been more associated with inflammation in the past years (397)

Vascular complications and relations to antibodies related to vascular disorders
ACL and ANCA have in a few studies been implicated in complications of diabetes. Only 1 of our patients was positive for ANA, and no one for ANCA. The size of our material was small, but if any of these vascular related antibodies had been associated with any of the many diabetic vascular complications perhaps it would have been expected to find a few more positive patients. Hypertension was not uncommon in our patients, and is a well known common manifestation of diabetes. It is worth noticing that none of our patients had experienced any serious macrovascular complication yet.

Complications of pregnancy
The proportion of women with some kind of more serious pregnancy complication was not small, but the numbers are small and must be interpreted with caution. None of our female patients were positive for ACL, despite their complications of pregnancy and that two had recurrent fetal loss, which is associated with ACL even in women without diabetes (332), (326). Our findings were in contrast to those of Boddi et al who found that 34% of 35 women with T1D were ACL positive, and that 50% of those positive, 6/12, in that investigation experienced either pregnancy induced hypertension or intra uterine growth retardation (332).

Hepatogastrectic antibodies and complications
The thyrogastric antibodies and related autoimmune conditions are among the most investigated of the autoimmune conditions appearing together with T1D. They were not our primary aim, but an investigation of this type seems incomplete without them. The hepatic related antibodies are less well investigated, and were
not prevalent in our patients either. Our findings were similar to a recent serological study of prevalences of some organ specific antibodies in T1D comparing prevalences in children and adults. None of them had AMAs either, and only 2 had SMA (311). APA and the prevalence of pernicious anemia has been very well investigated in Belgium by De Block et al (322). Actually there were few of our patients that were APA positive, only 2/40 (5%). The prevalence is usually found to be about twice that.

Celiac disease and thyroid antibodies and complications
These are by far the two most and best investigated autoimmune conditions co-occurring with T1D. The prevalences of autoimmune thyroid disease and celiac disease in this cohort was in congruence with findings from other both Scandinavian and other investigators (304, 305). The frequency we found was not low, and using the antiendomyceal assay might increase detection (398) Also that 50% or more are asymptomatic or undetected and found by screening is common. The prevalence of TPO antibodies, and that 75% of those positive had clinical disease, was in line with the usual frequency (309).

Residual C-peptide levels, and relations to complications
The majority of our young T1D patients had no detectable residual beta cell function, and in the minority of 23% that did have it, there was no association with duration of diabetes. Our study was small, but the result indicates support to the hypothesis that the progressive decline in beta cell function is halted in some individuals after the initial assault, autoimmune or other. In classical T1D the majority of patients lose detectable C-peptide within a few years (261). In the DCCT trial a small remaining rest of endogeneous beta-cell function was associated with decreased prevalence of retinopathy and less hypoglycemia (30). There are not many investigations exploring these conditions. Another study that did explored potential differences in gender and prevalence of concomitant other autoimmune endocrine diseases, and found that mean C-peptide was undetectable in both 25-45yr-olds with age-at-onset of T1D 0-19yrs and mean duration 18yrs, and also in GADA+ adults aged 30-50yrs with onset-age 25-35yrs and mean duration 10yrs, while in 50-80-yr-old1s with onset-age 45-75yrs and duration about 5yrs mean C-peptide levels were 0.30-0.45 nmol/l, meaning some individuals had some residual beta-cell function, and roughly similar to the levels that we found, in all our three age groups. This supports the speculations that although the course of beta-cell function in autoimmune diabetes hitherto has been an unavoidable decrease, there are signs that this is not the rule for every patient, which we saw in an intervention study of LADA patients (378), and this conveys hope that
successful interventions will eventually be found to halt the previously seemingly inevitable course of beta-cell destruction (261, 383). Such interventions have been sought for a long time but finally seem more realistic today (387).
Conclusions

- In adults incidence of both type 1 and type 2 diabetes was higher than previously reported from Sweden.

- New autoimmune type 1 diabetes was diagnosed in adult age groups.

- C-peptide was better than both age and BMI in discriminating between autoimmune and non-autoimmune diabetes. The best method for classification of diabetes type is a combination of analysis of antibodies and C-peptide.

- The best treatment for new LADA patients remains to be determined, but we saw a tendency towards a better preservation of level of HbA1c in those who received early insulin treatment.

- There is an urgent need for further studies in this field since the LADA group is as large or larger than the type 1 group in adults, and also since therapies useful in LADA can possibly be useful also in new type 1 diabetes, even in children.

- Twenty per cent of those with type 1 diabetes of duration more than twenty years were still positive for pancreatic autoantibodies, and as many had a detectable level of C-peptide.

- Complications from the connective tissues were more common than previously thought in type 1 diabetes of long duration, especially in women, and for this a substantial number of patients needed surgery, mainly hand surgery.

- No relation was seen between any of the rheumatic antibodies and the complications of the connective tissues.
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Populärvetenskaplig svensk sammanfattning

Diabetes är en livslång kronisk sjukdom som före upptäckten av insulin 1922 ledde till döden inom 0-5 år från debuten vid ungdomsdiabetes, och inom ca 5-20 år vid åldersdiabetes. Användningen av insulin ändrade detta helt. Istället blev långtidskomplikationer ett hot som förkortade och påverkade livet. Förutom svåra infektioner handlar det om småkärlskomplikationer drabbande bl a ögonen (retinopati) som ofta leddes till blindhet, livshotande njurpåverkan (nefropati) och nervpåverkan (neuropati) som bidrar till problem från flera kroppsdelar. Störkärlskomplikationer i form av hjärtinfarkt, stroke och om det drabbar benen ger risk för sår och amputation, är allra vanligast vid åldersdiabetes, men allt detta drabbar också många patienter med ungdomsdiabetes.

Båda typerna av diabetes beskrivs i ett världsperspektiv öka mycket kraftigt i hela världen. Samtidigt har från några få ställen, bl a norra Sverige och Danmark, rapporterats avstannande ökning. Trots detta drabbar ett stort antal individer och förutom mycket individuellt lidande medför det också höga sjukvårdskostnader, där vård finns att få. På grund av de stora konsekvenserna för folkhälsan förklarade WHO 2006 diabetes tillhöra de sjukdomar i världen som ska bekämpas, behandlas, och bedrivs forskning kring med allra högsta prioritet.


Det är generellt ont om studier kring insjuknande i diabetes hos vuxna, sk incidens, och därför gjorde vi en registrering av alla vuxna som nyinsjuknade i diabetes i Kronobergs län under 3 år. Detta avhandlingsarbete och studie I handlar mycket om hur stora andelar av vår befolkning i Kronoberg, jämfört med andra befolkningar, barn, ungdomar, vuxna, i olika åldersgrupper, i olika länder och delar av världen insjuknar årligen i all diabetes, och i någon av de stora huvudgrupperna, typ 1 (ungdoms-) och typ 2 (ålders-). Sådan information är viktig dels för att möta informationsflödet om stora ökningar i andra delar av Europa och världen, dels för att kunna planera resursbehov inom sjukvården nu och i framtiden, och på samhällsnivå behov av förebyggande åtgärder inom folkhälsoarbetet.

Det var 1666 personer i åldern 18-100 år, dvs i medeltal 555 personer varje år i Kronoberg som sjuknade i diabetes vilket innebär en årlig incidens hos vuxna på 402/100 000 invånare. Till det kom 15-20 nya fall per år i åldersgruppen 0-17 år, vilka inkluderades för jämförelser. Det var störst andel nyinsjuknade i de högsta åldersgrupperna. Denna incidens var högre än vad som tidigare beskrivits i Sverige. Det var 378 nya typ 2, och 27 nya typ 1 patienter per 100 000 och år som insjuknade. Typ 2 diabetes är överallt allra vanligast. I Kronoberg, där vi även räknade de äldsta åldersgrupperna, var det totalt 93 % som hade typ 2 diabetes. Ca 7 % av de vuxna hade typ 1 diabetes (tidigare kallad ungdomsdiasbetes). Helt nytta var att vi kunde visa att för varje barn som insjuknar i typ 1 diabetes insjuknar 2 vuxna i typ 1. Det är alltså en stor grupp även bland vuxna.
Typ 1 diabetes är vanligast bland barn och typ 2 diabetes är vanligare hos vuxna men det finns en stor gräns där det inte är lätt att avgöra vilken typ av diabetes det rör sig om. Förutom antikroppar kan man också mäta den egna insulinproduktionen genom att analysera C-peptid. I typiska fall ligger C-peptid lågt hos typ 1 och högt hos typ 2. I det andra delarbetet har vi jämfört hur kliniska data som ålder och fetma beskrivet i BMI (kg/m²) jämfört med mätning av C-peptid kan identifiera de diabetespatienter som har en autoimmun diabetes. Det visar sig att C-peptid är bättre än både ålder och BMI, men att det fortfarande är många som har hög C-peptid trots att de har en autoimmun diabetes. Vi fann att de antikroppspositiva i genomsnitt hade lägre nivåer av C-peptid än de icke antikroppspositiva, och att de hade lite lägre genomsnittligt BMI, men fortfarande inom överviktsområdet, vilket betyder att en snabb blick på patienten ej kan avgöra diabetestyp. Slutsatsen är därför att man bör analysera C-peptid och ännu hellre GAD-antikroppar om man inte är helt säker på vilken typ av diabetes patienten har.

Djurförsök och två japanska rapporter har visat att om man sätter in insulinbehandling tidigt i förloppet av autoimmun diabetes så bevarar man bättre den egna kvarvarande insulinproduktionen. För att testa detta behandlades hälften av en grupp LADA-patienter med insulin medan resten fick konventionell behandling bestående av kost och motion med eller utan tabletter. Vi följde dessa patienter under tre år med regelbunden testning av egens insulinproduktion och medelblodsockerkoncentration. Vi kunde under dessa tre år se att insulinproduktionen sjönk hos alla och vi kunde inte se någon skillnad hos de som hade fått tidig insulinbehandling. Dock var deras blodsockerreglering lite bättre jämfört med tabletterbehandlande.


Våra slutsats är att insjuknandet i diabetes är högt i Sverige och högre än tidigare beskrivet. Antalet som har autoimmun diabetes dvs i egentlig mening typ 1 diabetes är dubbelt så många bland vuxna som bland barn. Insjuknandet i typ 1 hos vuxna kan ofta inte säkert diagnostiseras utan analyser av antikroppar eftersom många inte skiljer sig åt kliniskt i början av sjukdomen. Dock vet man från andra studier att insulinproduktionen sjunker inom 3-6 år i de flesta fall, och insulinbehandling blir nödvändig. Tidigt insatt insulinbehandning tycks inte påverka förloppet av hur insulinproduktionen sjunker. Däremot fann vi tecken på att det gav bättre sockerkontroll, något man vet är förknippat med minskad utveckling av diabeteskomplikationer. Komplikationsrisken är starkt beroende av hur lågt blodsockret är över tid, något som kan mätas med långtidsblodsockervärdet, HbA1c. Förutom redan kända sekundära senkomplikationer till diabetesjukdomen är besvär från rörelseapparaten vanligare än vad som varit känt hittills.